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ABSTRACT
Non-invasive side-channel attacks (SCA) are powerful attacks which can be used to obtain
the secret key in a cryptographic circuit in feasible time without the need for expensive measurement
equipment. Power analysis attacks (PAA) are a type of SCA that exploit the correlation between
the leaked power consumption information and processed/stored data. Differential power analysis
(DPA) and leakage power analysis (LPA) attacks are two types of PAA that exploit different
characteristics of the side-channel leakage profile. DPA attacks exploit the correlation between
the input data and dynamic power consumption of cryptographic circuits. Alternatively, LPA
attacks utilize the correlation between the input data and leakage power dissipation of cryptographic
circuits.
There is a growing trend to integrate voltage regulators fully on-chip in modern integrated
circuits (ICs) to reduce the power noise, improve transient response time, and increase power
efficiency. Therefore, when on-chip voltage regulation is utilized as a countermeasure against power
analysis attacks, the overhead is low. However, a one-to-one relationship exists between the input
power and load power when a conventional on-chip voltage regulator is utilized. In order to break
the one-to-one relationship between the input power and load power, two methodologies can be
considered: (a) selecting multi-phase on-chip voltage regulator and using pseudo-random number
generator (PRNG) to scramble the activation or deactivation pattern of the multi-phase voltage
regulator in the input power profile, (b) enabling random voltage/scaling on conventional on-chip
voltage regulators to insert uncertainties to the load power profile.
In this dissertation, on-chip voltage regulators are utilized as lightweight countermeasures
against power analysis attacks. Converter-reshuﬄing (CoRe) technique is proposed as a counter-
measure against DPA attacks by using a PRNG to scramble the input power profile. The time-
delayed CoRe technique is designed to eliminate machine learning-based DPA attacks through
xi
inserting a certain time delay. The charge-withheld CoRe technique is proposed to enhance the
entropy of the input power profile against DPA attacks with two PRNGs. The security-adaptive
(SA) voltage converter is designed to sense LPA attacks and activate countermeasure with low
overhead. Additionally, three conventional on-chip voltage regulators: low-dropout (LDO) regula-
tor, buck converter, and switched-capacitor converter are combined with three different kinds of
voltage/frequency scaling techniques: random dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (RDVFS),
random dynamic voltage scaling (RDVS), and aggressive voltage and frequency scaling (AVFS),
respectively, against both DPA and LPA attacks.
xii
CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Side-Channel Attacks
Hardware security has become an important design metric during the past decade with the
increase in the number of attacks at different hardware abstraction levels1. Along with the other
important metrics such as higher power efficiency, better performance, and lower noise, hardware
security is also added as an important design objective in modern computing devices. It has been
demonstrated that software level countermeasures may not be sufficient to protect the encrypted
data from an attacker who has physical access to the device under attack (DuA). Even flawless
implementations of state-of-the-art encryption algorithms are typically vulnerable against hardware
attacks. The primary reason is that the modern integrated circuits (ICs) heavily depend on com-
plementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) transistors which have switching characteristics
that are easily analyzed to determine the underlying circuit functionality. The side channel leakage
originating from the switching activity of transistors can be monitored with simple measurement
equipment by an attacker. This side channel leakage can manifest itself in the form of power con-
sumption profile, timing profile, electromagnetic emanations (EME), acoustic waveforms, and heat.
An efficient implementation of side-channel attacks can retrieve the secret key from an advanced
encryption standard (AES) algorithm in a couple of minutes whereas it can take up to 149 trillion
years to crack a 128-bit AES key with a supercomputer [12].
Various techniques have been proposed as a countermeasure against different types of side-
channel attacks both at the circuit and architectural levels [13]. To reduce the dependency of the
side-channel leakage on the actual power consumption profile, leakage reduction techniques have
1The content of this Chapter partially has been published in [11], the copyright permission can be found in
Appendix F.
1
Figure 1.1 SPA attacks on the input power profile of RSA cryptographic circuit in [1].
been proposed. Dummy multiplication operations have been performed for timing attacks against
RSA to minimize the leakage in the timing channel in [14], significantly increasing the power
consumption. The actual power consumption profile can be smoothened by using different CMOS
logic families to provide a more balanced pull-up and pull-down power consumption such as current-
mode logic [15] or asynchronous logic [16]. Random or pseudo-random noise has been inserted in
the side-channel leakage to make the analysis more difficult for an attacker in [17]. Although
the number of required side-channel leakage measurements increases quadratically with decreasing
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the side-channel information [18, 19], advanced techniques can be
used to average out the injected noise [20]. Frequently updating the secret key is also proposed
in [20] to add another level of difficulty for the attacker. One of the primary disadvantages of
the existing techniques is the power and area overhead. Although some of these techniques are
successful against certain side-channel attacks, power and area overheads typically make them
quite costly [21].
1.2 Power Analysis Attacks
Power analysis attacks (PAA) are non-invasive side-channel attacks to acquire critical in-
formation from cryptographic circuits by analyzing the power consumption profile [22].
1.2.1 Simple Power Analysis (SPA) Attacks
Simple power analysis (SPA) attacks are a kind of basic PAA, which are utilized by the at-
tacker to reveal the critical information through monitoring a very few number of power traces [1].
2
Figure 1.2 Flow of implementing DPA attacks from [2].
As shown in Fig. 1.12, different math operations that occur in the cryptographic cause the circuit
to have varying power dissipation profiles. The attacker may obtain the critical information by
analyzing the variations of power traces. Although SPA attacks are simple and convenient, imple-
menting SPA attacks on a modern cryptographic circuit may not be sufficient to leak the critical
information due to the protection of complex encryption algorithm.
1.2.2 Differential Power Analysis (DPA) Attacks
A differential power analysis (DPA) attack is an advanced PAA that statistically analyzes a
large number of dynamic power traces to determine whether a secret key guess is correct or not [20].
DPA attacks are widely utilized by attackers due to the high efficiency and low cost.
The detailed flow of implementing DPA attacks is shown in Fig. 1.23. First, the attacker
inputs a series of plaintexts to the cryptographic circuit and hypothesizes all of the possible keys
of the cryptographic circuit. The intermediate data values can be obtained through combining the
plaintexts and hypothesized keys with the cryptographic algorithm. When the intermediate data
are acquired, the attacker can predict the dynamic power consumption of the cryptographic circuit
by combining the intermediate data with a suitable power model. The next step for the attacker
is measuring the actual dynamic power consumption of the cryptographic circuit under different
plaintexts. When the attacker performs a statistical analysis between the predicted dynamic power
2Copyright permission can be found in Appendix F.
3Copyright permission can be found in Appendix F.
3
Figure 1.3 Relationship between the hamming-weight of input data and leakage current of a
cryptographic circuit in [3].
dissipation and actual dynamic power dissipation, the hypothesized key that makes the predicted
power exhibit the highest correlation coefficient with the measured power is likely to be the correct
key.
1.2.3 Leakage Power Analysis (LPA) Attacks
A leakage power analysis (LPA) attack is a type of power analysis attack which is utilized
by an attacker to leak the secret key of a cryptographic circuit by exploiting the correlation between
the input data and leakage power dissipation [3, 19]. Since the leakage current signature of NMOS
and PMOS is quite different, a cryptographic circuit designed with CMOS technology would leak
a great amount of critical information to the attacker under LPA attacks [3].
As shown in Fig. 1.34, the hamming-weight of input data has a high linear correlation
with the leakage current of the cryptographic circuit. Additionally, as compared to DPA attacks,
when LPA attacks are implemented on a cryptographic circuit, the correct key exhibits a higher
4Copyright permission can be found in Appendix F.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.4 All the possible keys versus the correlation coefficient from [3]: (a) LPA attacks and
(b) DPA attacks.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.5 (a) 2:1 single phase SC converter [4] and (b) Power efficiency of a single phase SC
converter versus load current and flying capacitance [4].
correlation coefficient, as shown in Fig. 1.45. The higher correlation coefficient indicates a larger
amount of information leakage. As a result, LPA attacks may be a more serious threat under
certain conditions.
1.3 On-Chip Voltage Regulation Against Power Analysis Attacks
1.3.1 Converter-Gating (CoGa) Voltage Converter Against Power Analysis Attacks
On-chip power delivery is an efficient way to reduce the power noise [23–37] and improve
transient response time [37–39]. Multi-phase on-chip voltage converter is a kind of fully integrated
on-chip voltage converters, which can achieve high power efficiency by optimizing the number of
5Copyright permission can be found in Appendix F.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1.6 (a) Schematic of an 8-phase CoGa regulator [4], (b) Modulation blocks of GoGa
regulator [4], and (c) Power efficiency of CoGa regulator versus output current [4].
active phases when the load condition alters [4, 40–42]. For instance, the power efficiency of a
2:1 single phase switched-capacitor (SC) converter (shown in Fig. 1.5(a)6) is affected by the load
current and flying capacitance, as shown in Fig. 1.5(b). A smaller flying capacitor can achieve the
peak power efficiency under light load condition. Therefore, in multi-phase SC converter, when the
load current is large, a large number of phases are activated to force each interleaved phase work
near the peak power efficiency. However, when the load current is low, a small number of phases
are active to maintain the peak power efficiency.
6Copyright permission of Fig. 1.5(a)-(b) can be found in Appendix F.
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Figure 1.7 Relationship between the input and load current profiles for different on-chip voltage
regulators [4]: (a) Load power profile, (b) Input current profile of an LDO voltage regulator, (c)
Input current profile of a conventional 8-phase SC voltage converter, (d) Zoomed current profile
during transitions for the conventional 8-phase SC voltage converter, (e) Input current profile of an
8-phase CoGa voltage converter, and (f) Zoomed current profile during transitions for the 8-phase
CoGa voltage converter.
The converter-gating (CoGa) technique [4] utilizes a multi-phase SC converter. The archi-
tecture of an 8-phase CoGa regulator is shown in Fig. 1.6(a)7 and the related dual loop control
is shown in Fig. 1.6(b). Since the switching frequency of SC converter is proportional to the load
current and flying capacitance [43]. When the switching frequency exceeds the maximum frequency,
CoGa regulator would increase the number of active phases (increase total flying capacitance). If
the switching frequency is lower than the minimum frequency, CoGa regulator would decrease the
number of active phases (decrease total flying capacitance). As shown in Fig. 1.6(c), with the
phase number modulation, the power efficiency of CoGa regulator can be enhanced around 5% as
compared to a conventional multi-phase SC converter which only utilizes frequency modulation (all
the phases are active all the time). CoGa technique is therefore a power efficient on-chip voltage
regulation technique [4].
7Copyright permission of Fig. 1.6(a)-(c) can be found in Appendix F.
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As shown in Fig. 1.7(a)8 and Fig. 1.7(b), low-dropout (LDO) regulator has a poor security
against power analysis attacks since there is an approximated linear relationship between the input
current and load current. By contrast, as shown in Fig. 1.7(c) and Fig. 1.7(d), conventional
multi-phase SC converter can obscure the correlation between the input and load current profiles
by charging and discharging the flying capacitors with a certain switching frequency. However,
CoGa converter can further scramble the correlation between the input and load current profiles
with a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) that alters the activation or deactivation pattern
of phases, as shown in Fig. 1.7(e), Fig. 1.7(f), Fig. 1.7(g) and Fig. 1.7(h).
1.3.2 Our Contribution
Although CoGa technique was proposed in [4] as a countermeasure against power analy-
sis attacks, it is demonstrated in our work that CoGa technique is not sufficiently secure against
power analysis attacks. Therefore, we proposed another five novel efficient on-chip voltage regula-
tion techniques against power analysis attacks. The content of our contribution is summarized as
follows9
• Chapter 2 introduces converter-reshuﬄing (CoRe) voltage conversion against DPA attacks.
• Chapter 3 proposes time-delayed converter-reshuﬄing (CoRe) voltage conversion against ma-
chine learning-based DPA attacks.
• Chapter 4 introduces a high entropy charge-withheld converter-reshuﬄing (CoRe) voltage
conversion against DPA attacks.
• Chapter 5 co-designs on-chip voltage regulation with advanced encryption standard (AES)
engine against DPA attacks.
• Chapter 6 introduces security-adaptive (SA) voltage conversion against LPA attacks.
• Chapter 7 explores conventional on-chip voltage conversion with voltage/frequency scaling
against both DPA and LPA attacks.
8Copyright permission of Fig. 1.7(a)-(h) can be found in Appendix F.
9The parameters defined in each chapter are independent, different chapters may share the same parameter sign
with different meanings.
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CHAPTER 2:
CONVERTER-RESHUFFLING TECHNIQUE
2.1 Motivation
On-chip voltage regulation is an area with vast amount of research to enable small, fast,
efficient, robust, and high power-density voltage regulators on-die close to the load circuits1 [44, 45].
On-chip voltage regulators provide faster voltage scaling, reduce the number of dedicated I/O pins,
and facilitate fine granularity power management techniques [44–46]. Three types of regulators
are widely used in modern circuits: buck converters, switched-capacitor (SC) converters, and low-
dropout (LDO) regulators [47–49]. Buck converters can provide superior power efficiency over
95%; however, the on-chip area requirement is quite large due to the large passive LC filter [49, 50].
SC voltage converters utilize non-overlapping switches that control the charge-sharing between
capacitors to generate a DC output voltage. Linear regulators provide superior line and load
regulation but have inferior power efficiency limited to Vout/Vin [51]. With the utilization of deep-
trench capacitors, SC voltage converters can achieve high power densities such as 4.6 A/mm2 [52].
SC voltage converters charge and discharge periodically, producing periodic spikes in the input
current waveform and therefore reducing the correlation between the input and output current
profiles as compared to LDO regulators.
Certain voltage regulator types allow a high correlation between the actual load current
and the input current that may be monitored by an attacker to learn “what is going on inside the
chip.” An injective (one-to-one) relationship should exist to determine Iload,n by measuring Iin,n.
When the IC does not employ on-chip voltage regulation, an injective relationship exists between
the load current consumed by the cryptographic circuit (CC) and the input current to the IC (i.e.,
1The content of this Chapter has been published in [11], the copyright permission can be found in Appendix F.
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PVR: Proposed voltage regulator
Non-injective surjective transformation
CC
Iin Iload
PVR
IC
Iin,1
Iin,2
Iin,n
- 
- 
- 
- 
-
Iload,1
Iload,2
Iload,n
- 
- 
- 
- 
-
Figure 2.1 Proposed technique disrupts the one-to-one transformation and accomplishes a non-
injective relationship between the load current and input current.
Iload,n = Iin,n), as shown in Fig. 2.1. If the on-chip power delivery network can provide a non-
injective relationship between the load and input current profiles, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1, (i.e.,
a particular load current leads to more than one input current profile), the outside attacker can
no longer obtain the internal information by measuring the input current. SC voltage converters
charge and discharge periodically, produce spikes in the input current waveform, and therefore
reduce the correlation between the input and output current profiles.
2.2 Treat Model
The attack is assumed to be non-invasive and the attacker is assumed to have access to
the circuit where s/he can monitor the side-channel leakage information. For example, the power
consumption profile can be monitored by measuring the I/O pins dedicated to power/ground,
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Figure 2.2 Active and gated converters are juggled with converter-reshuﬄing.
shown as Iin in Fig. 2.1. Alternatively, the attacker can use near-field antennas to monitor the EM
emanations. Additionally, the DuA is assumed to have on-chip voltage regulators.
2.3 Review of Converter-Gating (CoGa)
Converter-gating (CoGa) is the adaptive activation and deactivation of certain stages of a
multiphase on-chip SC voltage converter based on the workload information [4]. When the current
demand increases (decreases), an additional passive (active) stage is activated (gated) to provide
a higher (lower) load current without sacrificing power conversion efficiency. The additional stage
that is being activated or gated is determined based on a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG)
to scramble the input current consumption of the SC voltage converter (i.e., Iin as shown in Fig.
2.1). Since each interleaved stage within an SC voltage converter is driven with a different phase
of the input clock signal, each interleaved stage charges and discharges with a certain time shift.
The amount of time shift depends on the frequency of the clock signal. For example, a timing shift
of 0.5 µs can be achieved by activating the 4th stage instead of the 0th stage when an eight stage
SC converter operates at 1 MHz.
Although CoGa makes the attackers’ job more difficult by scrambling the power consump-
tion profile and inserting additional spikes in the input current profile, the DuA would still be
vulnerable under advanced attacks as the activation/deactivation occurs when there is a change
in the workload demand. Particularly, an attacker can effectively bypass the CoGa technique if
an attack is performed such that the changes in the load current demand are not large enough to
trigger CoGa to activate/deactivate interleaved stages. Furthermore, the input current profile that
is monitored by an attacker would still be correlated with the actual current profile even if CoGa is
triggered since the activation/deactivation occurs when there is a change in the workload demand.
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2.4 Converter-Reshuﬄing (CoRe)
A new control technique, converter-reshuﬄing (CoRe), is proposed to scramble the input
current profile when the change in the load current is not sufficiently large to turn on or off a
converter stage. In CoRe technique, a new set of voltage converter stages is periodically determined
with a PRNG. Some of the active converter stages are then juggled accordingly with the inactive
converter stages. In other words, some of the active stages are gated concurrently while the same
number of inactive stages are turned on under constant load current demand.
For example, the number of required active converter stages to efficiently provide a load
current of 1 mA is four. Let’s assume that these active stages are the 1st, 3rd, 5th, and 7th converter
stages. With CoRe, some of these active stages are gated and the same number of inactive stages
are simultaneously turned on, as shown in Fig. 2.2. After a certain time period, the converters
are shuﬄed again while keeping the same number of converters active. Please note that CoRe
technique can work with or without converter-gating regardless of whether or not the load current
demand is sufficiently large to trigger converter-gating and lead to an additional stage to turn on.
The primary advantages of CoRe operation as a side-channel attack countermeasure are
twofold. First, the input current profile is disrupted while turning on and off different converter
stages. Secondly, the input current profile periodically exhibits a different signature since the
phases of the active converter stages vary, generating a quite different input current signature. For
example, an eight phase SC voltage converter with three active stages has
(
8
3
)
=56 activity patterns
that would lead to 56 different input current signatures while delivering the same load current.
2.5 Evaluation
Entropy is a widely used property to quantify the security-performance of countermeasures
against side-channel attacks [53]. In this Chapter, the power trace entropy (PTE) is utilized as
a security-performance metric while ensuring a constant time trace entropy (TTE) to compare
the security levels of different voltage regulation schemes [21]. PTE and TTE are, respectively,
the uncertainty of the amplitude and timing of the spikes in the power consumption profile. It has
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been shown in [21] that TTE is zero without dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS). When
DVFS is activated, a constant non-zero TTE of 6.02 [21] is used in the evaluation. Intuitively, TTE
increases when the operating frequency changes over time as in the case of DVFS. We assume
that the power consumption of an advanced encryption standard (AES) core is P (t) at time t,
the number of phases N changes between 30 and 100, the switching frequency and period of each
phase are, respectively, fs and Ts, the frequency of the input data for AES core is f0, the phase
difference between actual power consumption and sampling of the attacker is 2piθ. The relationship
between the input power and AES core power while employing either CoGa or CoRe is illustrated
in time domain in Fig. 2.3. Regions 3 and 4 are, respectively, the time periods in which the
attacker observes part of the spikes that occur in Regions 1 and 2. The two consecutive power
consumption profiles, as shown in Fig. 2.3, may contain different number of spikes k1 and k2 if
the workload current demand changes. Assuming k2 > k1, the change in the number of spikes
f(θ, P (t))(k2 − k1), as illustrated in Fig. 2.3 in Region 4, can be observed by an attacker and may
provide critical information about the workload. f(θ, P (t)) is the ratio of number of additional
spikes in Region 4 over the total number of additional spikes in Region 2.
The input power of CoGa PCoGain (t) observed by an attacker within a switching period Ts
can be expressed as
PCoGain (t) = k1P0 + f(θ, P (t))(k2 − k1)P0, (2.1)
where
k1 = [
∫ (m−1)Ts
(m−2)Ts P (t)dt
η0P0Ts
], (2.2)
k2 = [
∫mTs
(m−1)Ts P (t)dt
η0P0Ts
], (2.3)
η0 is the power efficiency, P0 is the output power of each individual converter phase, and m is the
number of switch cycles that is a function of time t.
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Figure 2.3 Relationship between the input power and AES core power.
The input power of CoRe PCoRein (t) observed by an attacker within a switching period Ts
can be expressed as
PCoRein (t) = α(θ, P (t))P0 + β(θ, P (t))P0, (2.4)
where α(θ, P (t)) and β(θ, P (t)) are the number of spikes that is monitored by an attacker, respec-
tively, in Regions 3 and 4.
In differential power analysis (DPA) attacks, the attacker monitors the dynamic power
consumption [21]. To obtain a useful level of PTE from CoGa and CoRe, the probability of detecting
the changes in the power profile for each possible input power value needs to be calculated. This
probability γi(θ, P (t)) for CoGa when θ 6= 0 is
γi(θ, P (t)) =
(
[θN ]−k3
i
)([(1−θ)N ]−k1+k3
k2−k1−i
)(
N−k1
k2−k1
) , (2.5)
i ∈ [A,B] = [max{0, k2 − k3 − [(1− θ)N ]},
min{[θN ]− k3, k2 − k1}], (2.6)
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Figure 2.4 Relationship between the number of phases and the PTEs for four different kinds
of voltage regulation schemes without employing DVFS (DVFS in this work represents random
DVFS).
where k3 is the number of spikes in Region 5, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The PTE value for CoGa
PTECoGaDPA (t) is therefore
PTECoGaDPA (t) = −
B∑
i=A
γi(θ, P (t))log
(γi(θ,P (t)))
2 . (2.7)
Note that if θ = 0, the probability γi(0, P (t)) = 1 and the PTE for CoGa becomes 0.
However, in practice, the switching frequency fs is not constant, but has a narrow frequency range.
It is quite difficult for an attacker to keep the value of θ as 0 all the time. Therefore, in the rest of
this Chapter, we assume θ 6= 0.
For CoRe, the probability function λj(θ, P (t)) for achieving different input powers is
λj(θ, P (t)) =
(
N
j
)(
N
k1+k2−j
)(
N
k1
)(
N
k2
) , (2.8)
j ∈ [C,D] = [max{0, k1 + k2 −N},min{N, k1 + k2}], (2.9)
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Figure 2.5 Relationship between the number of phases and the PTEs for four different kinds of
voltage regulation schemes with DVFS enabled AES core.
when θ 6= 0. In (2.8), j = i1+ i2 where i1 and i2 are the number of spikes, respectively, in Regions 3
and 4. The constraints for (i1, i2) are (i1 ≤ k1, i2 ≤ k2). Accordingly, the PTE of CoRe PTECoReDPA (t)
becomes
PTECoReDPA (t) = −
D∑
j=C
λj(θ, P (t))log
(λj(θ,P (t)))
2 . (2.10)
The relationship between the number of phases and the PTE value for four different kinds of
voltage regulation schemes is illustrated in Fig. 2.4 when load power demand varies from (1/2)Pmax
to (7/8)Pmax where Pmax is the maximum dynamic power consumption for AES core. As shown
in Fig. 2.4, the PTE of CoRe is about 13% greater as compared to the PTE of CoGa and therefore
CoRe provides better security than CoGa.
Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) is a popular technique which not only
reduces power dissipation but also can improve the security level of AES core by increasing time
trace entropy (TTE) [21]. Accordingly, the security implications of the proposed on-chip voltage
regulation scheme is compared to the three other existing power delivery schemes in the presence of
DVFS. When the AES core employs DVFS, we assume the random time delay between the input
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data and power consumption variation caused by DVFS is T0. In other words, the input power
would vary within 0 to T0 after the input data completed. In the case of CoGa, the variations in
the power consumption appear within the first switching period only after the input data has been
processed. This can cause CoGa a non-zero PTE. The PTE for CoGa PTECoGaDV FS(t) with DVFS
therefore becomes
PTECoGaDV FS(t) = −(1−
Ts
T0
)log
(1−Ts
T0
)
2 −
N−1∑
[θN ]=1
B∑
i=A
Ts
NT0
γi(θ, P (t))log
(
∑N−1
[θN ]=1
Ts
NT0
γi(θ,P (t)))
2 . (2.11)
The PTE for CoRe is, however, quite different in the presence of DVFS. The input power
of CoRe keeps reshuﬄing regardless of the workload demand and therefore always has a non-zero
PTE. As a result, the PTE of CoRe PTECoReDV FS(t) is much greater than the PTE of CoGa and can
be shown as
PTECoReDV FS(t) = −
N−1∑
[θN ]=1
D∑
j=C
1
N
(1− Ts
T0
)λ1j (θ, P (t))
× log(
∑N−1
[θN ]=1
1
N
(1−Ts
T0
)λ1j (θ,P (t)))
2 −
N−1∑
[θN ]=1
D∑
j=C
λj(θ, P (t))
× Ts
NT0
log
(
∑N−1
[θN ]=1
Ts
NT0
λj(θ,P (t)))
2 . (2.12)
The probability function λ1j (θ, P (t))) is the same as λj(θ, P (t))) if k2 = k1. Similarly, the PTEs of
a conventional SC voltage converter PTESCDV FS and an LDO regulator PTE
LDO
DV FS with DVFS are
PTESCDV FS = −(1−
Ts
T0
)log
(1−Ts
T0
)
2
− Ts
T0
log
(Ts
T0
1
max{k1,k2} )
2 , (2.13)
PTELDODV FS = −(1−
Ts
T0
)log
(1−Ts
T0
)
2
− Ts
T0
log
(Ts
T0
fs
fclock
)
2 , (2.14)
where fclock is the clock frequency of the AES core.
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The PTEs of the aforementioned four different voltage regulation schemes for different
number of voltage converter stages are illustrated in Fig. 2.5 when DVFS is employed. In Fig. 2.5,
the load power consumption varies from (1/2)Pmax to (7/8)Pmax where Pmax denotes the maximum
dynamic power consumption for AES core. The clock frequency is selected between 250 MHz and
450 MHz and the TTE value is 6.02 in [21]. The switching frequency for CoGa and CoRe is 30
MHz.
The PTE of CoRe increases ∼40% when DVFS is activated. The primary reason for this
enhancement is that the reshuﬄing behavior is workload-agnostic and DVFS further enhances the
scrambling behavior. The PTE of SC voltage converter and LDO regulator also increases to a
non-zero value with DVFS, but still much smaller than the PTE of CoRe. Alternatively, the PTE
of CoGa reduces ∼64% in the presence of DVFS. Therefore, CoRe technique provides significantly
higher security as compared to other power delivery schemes when DVFS is activated.
2.6 Conclusion
A new on-chip power management technique, converter-reshuﬄing (CoRe), is proposed as
a power efficient countermeasure against side channel attacks. A theoretical proof based on the
power trace entropy (PTE) analysis is developed to compare CoRe with three other existing on-chip
power delivery schemes. CoRe performs better than the other schemes with or without DVFS. The
PTE of CoRe significantly increases when DVFS is activated whereas other techniques may have
degraded PTE levels with DVFS.
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CHAPTER 3:
TIME-DELAYED CONVERTER-RESHUFFLING TECHNIQUE
3.1 Motivation
A workload-agnostic converter-reshuﬄing (CoRe) technique has been proposed in Chapter
2 to randomly activate and deactivate converter stages to scramble the power consumption profile
with a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG)1. The main drawback of the conventional CoRe
technique in Chapter 2 is that the attacker can obtain switching frequency fs and phase information
with machine learning attacks. If the attacker can synchronize the attack with the switching
frequency of the on-chip switched-capacitor (SC) converter, the average power within a switching
period would leak critical information to the attacker that may annihilate the added security benefit
of reshuﬄing the converter stages.
In this Chapter, a new technique, time-delayed CoRe, is introduced to cope with machine
learning-based DPA attacks. In the proposed time-delayed CoRe technique, half of converter stages
are delayed with a certain time-shift, eliminating possible synchronization of the attacker’s sampling
frequency with the switching frequency of the converter. With this technique, the minimum power
trace entropy (PTE) value is significantly increased as compared to the conventional CoRe technique
in Chapter 2 under machine learning attacks even when the attacker’s sampling frequency is in
complete synchronization with the SC voltage converter.
3.2 Modeling
Entropy is commonly used in information theory to model the level of uncertainty (or ran-
domness) in a given data set. In cryptography, entropy is used to evaluate the security performance
1The content of this Chapter has been published in [54], the copyright permission can be found in Appendix F.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of the CoRe technique.
of integrated systems against side-channel attacks (SCA) [53, 55]. We will use entropy to quantify
the security performance of different on-chip voltage converters. The input power of a voltage
converter Hi(t), (i = 1, 2, ..., k) can have k different values while delivering the same output power
Pout(t) to the load circuits depending on the design parameters of the voltage converter and the
phase and frequency of the input switching signal. Let’s assume that the probability of having
different input power values is pi(t), (i = 1, 2, ..., k). The input power trace entropy PTE(t) of a
voltage converter can then be defined as
PTE(t) = −
k∑
i=1
pi(t)log
pi(t)
2 . (3.1)
3.2.1 Converter-Reshuﬄing (CoRe) Technique
Primarily, two parameters of an on-chip SC converter can leak the load power information
to attackers: switching frequency and number of active converter stages. The switching frequency
fs has a monotonic relationship with the output power Pout [52]. fs is therefore fixed in this Chapter
to eliminate possible leakage of the workload information. The number of active converter stages
increases with the workload and therefore may leak the workload information to the attacker.
A system level architecture of the CoRe technique is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The output
power resolutionN/Pout at the output of SC converter can be degraded while using a fixed-frequency
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Figure 3.2 Input power profile of the CoRe technique.
modulation if the number of phases N is small. A low-dropout (LDO) regulator can be inserted at
the output of the SC converter to mitigate the possible output DC shift. If the number of phases N
is sufficiently large, the CoRe technique has a fine output power resolution and the LDO regulator
can be removed.
The input power of the CoRe technique, which may be monitored by an attacker, is illus-
trated in Fig. 3.2. fs and Ts are, respectively, the switching frequency and period. The number of
spikes in regions 0, 1, and 2 are, respectively, km−1, km, and km+1. The phase difference between
switching frequency and data sampling by the attacker is θ and the power consumption at each
converter stage is P0. To represent the input power information between mTs and (m + 2)Ts, an
array Am is defined as
Am = [am,1, ..., am,N , am,(N+1), ..., am,2N ]P0, (3.2)
where
∑N
i=1 am,i = km,
∑2N
i=N+1 am,i = km+1, and am,i ∈ {0, 1}, (i = 1, 2, ..., 2N). We define
another array Hm = [h1, h2, ..., h2N ] to represent the monitored power data by the attacker within
a switching period with the values hi as
hi =

0 , i ≤ [θ/360 ∗N ]
1 , [θ/360 ∗N ] < i ≤ [θ/360 ∗N ] +N
0 , i > [θ/360 ∗N ] +N .
(3.3)
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Figure 3.3 Schematic of the proposed time-delayed CoRe technique with an N/2-bit PRNG.
The input power data Ps,m sampled by an attacker within a switching period can then be written
as
Ps,m = AmH
T
m. (3.4)
The next step is to enumerate all of the possible arrays Am and count the number of
each sampled power Ps,m. If the frequency for all the possible sampled power data Ps,m is
gj(θ, km, km+1), (j = 1, 2, ..., D) where D is the total number of possible sampled input power
data, the corresponding probability βj(θ, km, km+1), (j = 1, 2, ..., D) is
βj(θ, km, km+1) =
gj(θ, km, km+1)(
N
km
)(
N
km+1
) . (3.5)
The PTE value of CoRe technique PTE1 can be written as
PTE1 = −
D∑
j=1
gj(θ, km, km+1)(
N
km
)(
N
km+1
) log gj(θ,km,km+1)( Nkm)( Nkm+1)2 . (3.6)
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Figure 3.4 Input power of the time-delayed CoRe technique.
To synchronize the attack with the frequency of the voltage converter, an attacker can
enter a constant input data to the circuit. Under a constant input sequence, the leakage power
consumption within any switching cycle monitored at the input of the CoRe technique would be
constant (km = km+1=...). By analyzing the power profile with machine learning attacks, the
attacker can acquire the switching frequency fs and synchronize the attack to have θ = 0
◦. PTE
value of CoRe technique becomes zero when the phase difference θ = 0◦ or 360◦, as shown in Fig. 3.6.
The proposed time-delayed CoRe technique provides an enhanced protection by maintaining high
PTE under machine learning attacks.
3.2.2 Time-delayed Converter-Reshuﬄing (CoRe) Technique
A time-delayed CoRe technique is proposed to scramble the monitored power consumption
so that an attacker will no longer extract meaningful information from the side-channel leakage. In
this technique, half of the converter stages in the CoRe scheme will be activated and gated with a
time delay, as shown in Fig. 3.3. An N/2-bit PRNG is used to generate the gate signal.
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An array Bm is defined to represent the input power information from (m−1)Ts to (m+2)Ts,
as shown in Fig. 3.4, as
Bm = [b(m−1),1, ..., b(m−1),N/2, b(m−1),N/2+1,
..., b(m−1),N , b(m−1),N+1, ..., b(m−1),3N/2]P0, (3.7)
where b(m−1),i ∈ {0, 1}, (i = 1, 2, ..., 3N/2) and
[
N/2∑
i=1
b(m−1),i,
N∑
i=N/2+1
b(m−1),i,
3N/2∑
i=N+1
b(m−1),i]
= [km−1/2, km/2, km+1/2]. (3.8)
In time-delayed CoRe, instead of Hm, there are two different arrays Zm = [z1, z2, ..., z3N/2] and
Wm = [w1, w2, ..., w3N/2] which represent, respectively, the power data monitored by an attacker
from the conventional N/2 phases and time-delayed N/2 phases. zi and wi can be written as
zi =

0 , i ≤ [(θ/360) ∗ (N/2)] +N/2
1 , [ θ360 ∗ N2 ] + N2 < i ≤ [ θ360 ∗ N2 ] +N
0 , i > [(θ/360) ∗ (N/2)] +N ,
(3.9)
wi =

0 , i ≤ [((θ − α)/360) ∗ (N/2)] +N/2
1 , [ (θ−α)360 ∗ N2 ] + N2 < i ≤ [ (θ−α)360 ∗ N2 ] +N
0 , i > [((θ − α)/360) ∗ (N/2)] +N ,
(3.10)
where α = (T0/Ts)∗360◦ is the delayed phase angle and T0 is the time delay. The input power data
P
′
s,m of time-delayed CoRe that is monitored by an attacker within a switching period becomes
P
′
s,m = BmZ
T
m +BmW
T
m. (3.11)
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Figure 3.5 Schematic of the proposed time-delayed CoRe technique with an N -bit PRNG.
The next step is to execute all the possible arrays Bm and count the number of each sampled
power P
′
s,m. If the number of all possible sampled input power data is xj(θ, km−1, km, km+1), (j =
1, 2, ..., E) where E is the total number of possible sampled input power data, then the probability
γj(θ, km−1, km, km+1), (j = 1, 2, ..., E) for all the possible input power data P
′
s,m sampled by the
attacker is
γj(θ, km−1, km, km+1) =
xj(θ, km−1, km, km+1)( N/2
km−1/2
)( N/2
km/2
)( N/2
km+1/2
) . (3.12)
The input power trace entropy PTE2 for time-delayed CoRe technique with an N/2-bit PRNG
therefore becomes
PTE2 = −
E∑
j=1
γj(θ, km−1, km, km+1)log
γj(θ,km−1,km,km+1)
2 . (3.13)
To investigate the effect of the PRNG bit length on the entropy level, an N -bit PRNG is
used, as shown in Fig. 3.5, as compared to the N/2-bit PRNG, as shown in Fig. 3.3. C
′
m and C
′′
m
arrays are defined to represent the input power information of normal phases and time-delayed
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phases from (m− 1)Ts to (m+ 2)Ts, as shown in Fig. 3.4, and can be written as
C
′
m = [c
′
(m−1),1, ..., c
′
(m−1),N/2, c
′
(m−1),N/2+1,
..., c
′
(m−1),N , c
′
(m−1),N+1, ..., c
′
(m−1),3N/2]P0, (3.14)
C
′′
m = [c
′′
(m−1),1, ..., c
′′
(m−1),N/2, c
′′
(m−1),N/2+1,
..., c
′′
(m−1),N , c
′′
(m−1),N+1, ..., c
′′
(m−1),3N/2]P0, (3.15)
where c
′
(m−1),i, c
′′
(m−1),i ∈ {0, 1}, (i = 1, 2, ..., 3N/2), and
[
N/2∑
i=1
(c
′
(m−1),i + c
′′
(m−1),i),
N∑
i=N/2+1
(c
′
(m−1),i + c
′′
(m−1),i),
3N/2∑
i=N+1
(c
′
(m−1),i + c
′′
(m−1),i)] = [km−1, km, km+1]. (3.16)
The input power data P
′′
s,m of time-delayed CoRe with N -bit PRNG monitored by an
attacker within a switching period is
P
′′
s,m = C
′
mZ
T
m + C
′′
mW
T
m. (3.17)
When all possible values of C
′
m and C
′′
m are listed, the frequency yj(θ, km−1, km, km+1), (j =
1, 2, ..., F ) for each sampled power P
′′
s,m can be determined, where F is the total number of possible
sampled input power data. So the corresponding probability λj(θ, km−1, km, km+1), (j = 1, 2, ..., F )
is
λj(θ, km−1, km, km+1) =
yj(θ, km−1, km, km+1)(
N
km−1
)(
N
km
)(
N
km+1
) . (3.18)
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Figure 3.6 PTE value versus the phase difference between switching frequency and data sampling
frequency (time delay T0 = Ts/2).
The input power trace entropy PTE3 for time-delayed CoRe technique with an N -bit PRNG
is
PTE3 = −
F∑
j=1
yj(θ, km−1, km, km+1)(
N
km−1
)(
N
km
)(
N
km+1
) log yj(θ,km−1,km,km+1)( Nkm−1)( Nkm)( Nkm+1)2 . (3.19)
3.3 Results and Discussions
The PTE value for the CoRe technique with a 64 bit PRNG and for time-delayed CoRe
technique with 32 and 64 bit PRNGs are shown in Fig. 3.6 when the output power dissipation
changes from (N/2) ∗ ηP0 to (3N/4) ∗ ηP0. Here, N=64 and η is the power efficiency. The PTE
value for CoRe technique becomes zero when the phase difference θ between switching frequency
and data sampling frequency is 0◦ or 360◦. In this case, the CoRe technique fails to provide any
additional security against DPA attacks if machine learning attacks are applied. However, the
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Figure 3.7 Lowest PTE value versus the time delay.
time-delayed CoRe technique continuously demonstrates high PTE values (above 3.2) all the time
for 0◦ < θ < 360◦. Even if the machine learning-based DPA attacks can determine the activa-
tion/deactivation pattern and synchronize the attack with the voltage converter, there still exists
a high amount of uncertainty in the monitored data for an attacker to achieve a successful attack.
This uncertainty is due to the withholding of charge in some of the converter stages independent of
the activation/deactivation pattern. The number of spikes in each switching cycle therefore becomes
independent of the workload information and the activation pattern in the proposed technique.
The optimum time delay for the proposed time-delayed CoRe with 32-bit PRNG is ∼Ts/2,
as shown in Fig. 3.7. The PTE value of the time-delayed CoRe with a 32-bit PRNG, however,
becomes zero when the time difference is either zero or a full period. As shown in Fig. 3.7, the
PTE value for the time delayed CoRe with a 64-bit PRNG increases monotonically with the time
delay since both of the N/2 converter stages are controlled by different bits of the PRNG. In a
practical design, the selection of time delay T0 also needs to satisfy T0 = n∗(2TsN ), (n = 1, 2, ..., N/2)
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Figure 3.8 Lowest PTE value versus the number of phases (T0 = Ts/2).
to prevent the attacker from splitting the power information of normal phases and time-delayed
phases.
When the total number of phases N increases, the lowest PTE value of CoRe technique
always maintains at zero while the lowest PTE value of the proposed time-delayed CoRe technique
monotonically increases due to higher PRNG entropy, as shown in Fig. 3.8. Time-delayed CoRe
technique therefore becomes a more effective countermeasure against machine learning-based DPA
attacks with greater number of converter stages.
Please note that the proposed time-delayed CoRe technique only requires one additional
circuitry that performs the time delay operation. The area overhead is therefore quite negligible
(i.e., less than 1%) as compared to the conventional CoRe technique.
3.4 Conclusion
The conventional CoRe technique is vulnerable under machine learning-based DPA attacks
if the attacker synchronizes the attack with the switching frequency of the on-chip voltage converter.
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Time-delayed CoRe technique delays half of the converter stages, making it infeasible to synchronize
the attack with the switching frequency. An analytical expression for the PTE is developed to
evaluate the security-performance of the conventional and time-delayed CoRe techniques. The
lowest PTE value of the time-delayed CoRe technique is enhanced significantly even under machine
learning-based DPA attacks.
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CHAPTER 4:
CHARGE-WITHHELD CONVERTER-RESHUFFLING TECHNIQUE
4.1 Motivation
Converter-reshuﬄing (CoRe) technique in Chapter 2 utilizes a multi-phase switched ca-
pacitor (SC) voltage converter and is based on converter-gating (CoGa) [4] as a countermeasure
against DPA attacks with negligible power overhead1. The number of required converter stages is
determined based on the workload information whereas the activation pattern of these stages is de-
termined by a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) to scramble the input power profile of the
voltage converter. As a result, if an attacker is unable to synchronize the sampling frequency of the
power data with the switching frequency of the on-chip voltage converter, a large amount of noise
is inserted within the leakage data that is sampled by the attacker. Alternatively, if the attacker
is able to synchronize the attack with the switching frequency of the on-chip voltage converter by
using machine-learning attacks, the scrambled power data can be unscrambled by the attacker and
the CoRe technique may effectively be neutralized. The reason is that the total number of acti-
vated phases within a switching period has a high correlation with the load power dissipation. A
charge-withheld CoRe technique is proposed in this Chapter to prevent the attacker from acquiring
accurate load power information even if the attacker can synchronize the data sampling.
The switching frequency fs of an SC voltage converter is proportional to the output power
Pout [52]. The fluctuations in fs therefore can leak critical workload information to the attacker. In
the proposed charge-withheld CoRe technique, fs is kept constant under varying workload condi-
tions (i.e., fs is workload-agnostic) to minimize the leakage of workload information. Instead, the
number of activated phases is adaptively changed to satisfy the workload demand. As compared to
1The content of this Chapter has been published in [56], the copyright permission can be found in Appendix F.
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Figure 4.1 Architecture of the conventional CoRe technique.
the CoRe technique where only a single PRNG is utilized, as shown in Fig. 4.1, the charging and
discharging states of the flying capacitors in the charge-withheld CoRe technique are controlled by
two independent PRNGs (PRNG1 and PRNG2), as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. For instance, for an
N -phase charge-withheld CoRe technique, if the load requires to activate km+g additional phases
based on the workload, the PRNG1 would randomly select Vm+g, (km+g ≤ Vm+g ≤ N) phases for
charging. When the charging period ends, the PRNG2 would choose km+g phases out of the selected
Vm+g phases for discharging. As a result, the energy stored in the corresponding (Vm+g − km+g)
phases is used for power delivery in the next couple of switch cycles. With this charge withhold-
ing technique, the total number of activated phases within a switching period is no longer highly
correlated with the actual load power consumption.
4.2 Architecture Design
4.2.1 Architecture of the Converter-Reshuﬄing (CoRe) Technique
In the conventional CoRe technique, the activation/deactivation pattern of a multi-phase
SC voltage converter is controlled by an N -bit PRNG, as shown in Fig. 1.1. The PRNG produces
an N -bit random sequence PRNGi, (i = 1, 2, ..., N) that is delayed by ∆Ti to get synchronized
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Figure 4.2 One of the identical 2:1 SC voltage converter stages in CoRe.
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Figure 4.3 Logic level of the signals that control the switches (S1,i, S2,i, S3,i, S4,i) within the CoRe
technique.
with the clock signal CLKi generated by a phase shifter. The time delay ∆Ti is
∆Ti =
i
N
Ts, (4.1)
where Ts = 1/fs is the switching period. An optional low-dropout (LDO) regulator can be utilized
at the output of the CoRe technique if the number of phases N in the SC converter is not sufficient
to meet the accuracy requirement of the load.
A high-level schematic of one of the identical phases within the multi-phase SC converter
is shown in Fig. 4.2. The time delayed signal PRNG
′
i, (i = 1, 2, ..., N), as illustrated in Fig. 4.1,
with the clock signal CLKi controls the states of switches (S1,i, S2,i, S3,i, S4,i) in the i
th converter
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Figure 4.4 Architecture of the proposed charge-withheld CoRe technique.
stage as follows
{S1,i, S4,i} = PRNG′i ⊗ CLKi, (4.2)
{S2,i, S3,i} = PRNG′i ⊗ CLKi. (4.3)
The corresponding signal waveforms controlling the switches (S1,i, S2,i, S3,i, S4,i) are illustrated in
Fig. 4.3. The signal PRNG
′
i is a binary variable and utilized to determine whether the i
th phase
should be turned-on or turned-off within the next switching cycle. The circuit level implementation
details of the CoRe technique can be found in [4] and [11].
4.2.2 Architecture of the Charge-Withheld Converter-Reshuﬄing (CoRe) Technique
Two PRNGs (PRNG1 and PRNG2) are utilized in the proposed charge-withheld CoRe
technique, as shown in Fig. 4.4. When the load demand changes, a certain number of gated stages,
let’s say km+g stages, need to turn on. PRNG1 randomly selects Vm+g, (km+g ≤ Vm+g ≤ N) stages
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Figure 4.5 Logic level of the signals that control the switches (S1,i, S2,i, S3,i, S4,i) within the
charge-withheld CoRe technique.
and concurrently transmits the logic signal PRNG1,i, (i = 1, 2, ..., N) both to the corresponding
converter stages and to PRNG2. The i
th converter stage turns-on if the corresponding PRNG
′
1,i
value is 1. During the discharging stage, when PRNG2 receives data generated by PRNG1, after
half a switching period, PRNG2 sends out signal PRNG2,i, (i = 1, 2, ..., N) to discharge km+g
phases out of the selected Vm+g phases by PRNG1. Under this condition, the stages that charge
and discharge are independent and controlled, respectively, by PRNG1 and PRNG2. The state of
the switches (S1,i, S2,i, S3,i, S4,i) in charge-withheld CoRe technique is
{S1,i, S4,i} = PRNG′1,i ⊗ CLKi, (4.4)
{S2,i, S3,i} = PRNG′2,i ⊗ CLKi, (4.5)
where PRNG
′
1,i and PRNG
′
2,i are, respectively, the delayed output signal from PRNG1 and
PRNG2. As compared to the conventional CoRe technique, the signal waveforms of switches
(S1,i, S2,i, S3,i, S4,i) in charge-withheld CoRe are controlled by two different PRNGs, as shown in
Fig. 4.5. PRNG1 controls the switches (S1,i, S4,i) for charging while PRNG2 controls the switches
(S2,i, S3,i) for discharging.
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Figure 4.6 Input power profile of the CoRe technique.
4.3 Security Evaluation Model
4.3.1 Security Evaluation Against DPA Attacks
For a cryptographic device with an embedded CoRe technique, an attacker can sample
the average input power within a switching period Pin,1, Pin,2, ..., and exploit this input data to
predict the average dynamic power within a switching period Ppr,1, Ppr,2, .... The attacker can
then perform a correlation analysis between the monitored input power and the predicted power
to estimate the correct key. Alternatively, the attacker can sample the average input power for a
couple of switch cycles to strengthen the attack. For example, the attacker may sample K switch
cycles to obtain the average input power where the average input power and predicted power are,
respectively,
∑K
j=1(Pin,j/K) and
∑K
j=1(Ppr,j/K). The attacker can utilize these data to perform a
correlation analysis.
Let’s assume that the total number of SC converter phases in the CoRe technique is N
and the attacker intends to sample the average input power within K switch cycles. Since there
is a phase difference between the switching frequency and data sampling rate, we record the input
power information in (K + 1) switch cycles to obtain all of the possible power information of K
switch cycles which may be sampled by the attacker. The input power distribution between mTs
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and (m+K + 1)Ts, as shown in Fig. 4.6, can be denoted by an array Am as follows
Am = [am,1, am,2..., am,N , am+1,1, am+1,2..., am+1,N ,
..., am+K,1, am+K,2..., am+K,N ]P0, (4.6)
where am+g,i ∈ {0, 1}, (g = 0, 1, ...,K and i = 1, 2, ..., N) and
∑N
i=1 am+g,i = km+g. P0 is the
power consumed by each converter stage within the CoRe technique and km+g, (g = 0, 1, ...,K) is
the total number of active phases2 within a switching period as shown in Fig. 4.6. Another array
Wm = [w1, w2, ...w(K+1)N ] is used to represent the position of the spikes which would be recorded
by the attacker within K switching periods and the value of the elements wq, (q = 1, 2, ..., (K+1)N)
in Wm becomes
wq =

0 , q ≤ [θ/360 ∗N ]
1 , [θ/360 ∗N ] < q ≤ [θ/360 ∗N ] +K ∗N
0 , q > [θ/360 ∗N ] +K ∗N ,
(4.7)
where θ is the phase difference, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6. The average input power within K
switching periods Pm,K sampled by the attacker therefore becomes
Pm,K =
AmW
T
m
KN
. (4.8)
When all of the possible Am and Wm arrays are analyzed, the probability αl(θ, km, ..., km+K)
of the average input power Pm,K can be written as
αl(θ, km, ..., km+K) =
xl(θ, km, ..., km+K)∑G
l=1 xl(θ, km, ..., km+K)
, (4.9)
where xl(θ, km, ..., km+K), (l = 1, 2, ..., G) is the number of all possible values of Pm,K induced by
different Am and Wm arrays, and G represents the total number of possible values of Pm,K . The
2Note that the number of active phases is equal to the number of spikes in a switching period.
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power trace entropy (PTE) of CoRe technique PTECR(θ) then becomes
PTECR(θ) = −
G∑
l=1
Hllog
Hl
2 , (4.10)
Hl = αl(θ, km, ..., km+K), (4.11)
and the average PTE value of the CoRe technique PTECR is
PTECR =
∫ 360
0 PTECR(θ)dθ
360
. (4.12)
For the charge-withheld CoRe technique, we define a matrix Bm(K + 1, N) to denote the
phase sequences that are selected for charging within (K+ 1) consecutive switch cycles by PRNG1.
Bm(K + 1, N) can be written as
Bm(K + 1, N) =

bm,1 . . . bm,N
bm+1,1 . . . bm+1,N
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
bm+K,1 . . . bm+K,N

, (4.13)
where bm+g,i ∈ {0, 1}, (g = 0, 1, ...,K and i = 1, 2, ..., N) and km+g ≤ Vm+g =
∑N
i=1 bm+g,i ≤ N .
Another matrix Cm(K+1, N) is defined to record whether the flying capacitor in the corresponding
converter stage has already withheld charge or not before being selected by PRNG1 for charging.
Note the elements cm+g,i in matrix Cm(K+1, N) are also binary. Accordingly, only the i
th converter
stage which is selected for charging and does not have withheld charge from the previous cycles
can exhibit the related power spike in the input power profile. Additionally, we define a matrix
Dm(K + 1, N) to reflect the input power information within the (K + 1) consecutive switching
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periods. Note that the elements dm+g,i in Dm(K + 1, N) satisfy the following expression
dm+g,i = (bm+g,i ⊗ 1)⊗ (cm+g,i ⊗ 1). (4.14)
Another binary (K + 1)×N matrix Em(K + 1, N) is used to record the phases which are
chosen by PRNG2 for discharging. The relationship between the elements em+g,i in Em(K + 1, N)
and bm+g,i is
bm+g,i − em+g,i ≥ 0, (4.15)
N∑
i=1
(bm+g,i ⊗ em+g,i) = km+g. (4.16)
Finally, in the voltage conversion system, the number of charged phases needs to be equal
to the number of discharged phases plus the number of charge-withheld phases all the time. This
constraint is satisfied as
cm+g+1,i = cm+g,i + dm+g,i − em+g,i. (4.17)
After all of the elements dm+g,i in Dm(K + 1, N) have been obtained, the matrix Dm(K +
1, N) can be converted into a 1× (K + 1)N array A′m which is similar to the array Am as
A
′
m = [dm,1, dm,2..., dm,N , dm+1,1, dm+1,2..., dm+1,N ,
..., dm+K,1, dm+K,2..., dm+K,N ]P0. (4.18)
After satisfying all of the aforementioned constraints, the PTE value of the proposed charge-
withheld CoRe technique can be determined with (4.10).
4.3.2 Security Evaluation Against Machine Learning (ML)-Based DPA Attacks
To perform a successful ML based DPA attack, two steps are required. The first step is
to determine the switching period and phase difference (Ts, θ) with machine-learning attacks. The
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second step is to synchronize the data sampling rate with the switching frequency. To estimate
the switching period Ts, the attacker can apply a number of random input data to determine the
minimum time gap ∆Ts between the two adjacent spikes in the input power profile. For an N -
phase SC converter, the switching period Ts is equal to N∆Ts, therefore the attacker only needs
to determine the number of phases N to acquire the correct Ts.
Assume that the attacker estimates the switching period as Ts = F∆Ts, (F = 1, 2, ...) and
sequentially applies two different input data (data1 and data2) with the frequency f0 = 1/(F∆Ts).
The attacker then estimates θ = [0 : 360/F : 360] as all of the possible phase difference scenarios
between the attack and switching frequency to synchronize the attack. If the estimation of (F, θ)
is correct, the total number of spikes km+g, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6, can be written as
km+g = k
′
, (g = 0, 2, 4, ...) (4.19)
km+g = k
′′
, (g = 1, 3, 5, ...), (4.20)
where k
′
and k
′′
are, respectively, the total number of input power spikes due to inputs data1
and data2. In this case, the total number of input power spikes within two consecutive switching
periods is (k
′
+ k
′′
), which is a constant value. If the attacker can synchronize the attack such
that a constant average power profile in any two consecutive switching periods is obtained, the
correct switching period and phase difference (Ts, θ) are successfully determined. Once the correct
(Ts, θ) are obtained, the attacker can eliminate all of the noise inserted by the CoRe technique and
perform a successful DPA attack.
ML based DPA attacks are rather difficult to implement for the charge-withheld CoRe
technique as the total number of spikes within a switching period is variable. Even if the attacker
can obtain the information about (Ts, θ) and synchronize the attack with the switching frequency,
the attacker can only eliminate the noise data induced by the CoRe technique. However, the noise
data due to the charge-withholding operation cannot be eliminated with ML based DPA attacks.
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4.4 Efficiency Analysis
During the charge-withholding operation, a number of flying capacitors within a multi-
stage SC voltage converter are charged. Some of these capacitors maintain the charge for a random
number of cycles, instead of discharging after each charging phase. The power dissipation in the
form of leakage from the flying capacitors is investigated in this section.
For a multi-phase 2:1 SC converter, as shown in Fig. 4.2, the top plate voltage V1(t) and
the bottom plate voltage V2(t) of the flying capacitor in a charge-withheld phase can be denoted
as follows
V1(t) = (Vin − Vout)e(−t/RoffCfly,top) + Vout, (4.21)
V2(t) = Voute
(−t/RoffαCfly,top), (4.22)
where Vin and Vout are, respectively, the input and output voltages. t is the discharging time, Roff
is the off-state resistance of the MOSFET switch, Cfly,top is the top plate flying capacitance and α
is the bottom plate capacitance ratio. The total dissipated energy ratio µ(t) of the flying capacitor
due to the charge leakage can be written as
µ(t) = 1−
1
2Cfly,topV
2
1 (t) +
1
2αCfly,topV
2
2 (t)
1
2Cfly,topV
2
in +
1
2αCfly,topV
2
out
. (4.23)
By substituting (4.21) and (4.22) into (4.23), the number of switch cycles M (M = t/Ts) required
to deplete the corresponding energy in a flying capacitor can be obtained.
The number of switch cycles M required to dissipate 1% of the total stored energy in the
flying capacitor through leakage is about 101 cycles assuming a flying capacitor Cfly,top=1 pF, the
bottom plate capacitance ratio α = 6.5% [57], input voltage Vin=1.2 V [58], switching frequency
fs=60 MHz [58], and off-state resistance of a MOSFET in 90 nm [58] Roff=240 MΩ. The proposed
charge-withholding technique therefore practically does not cause any efficiency degradation due
to the charge leakage from the flying capacitors during the withholding operation.
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Figure 4.7 PTE value versus the phase difference θ between the switching frequency and data
sampling frequency for CoRe and charge-withheld CoRe techniques.
4.5 Results and Discussions
The input PTE versus the phase difference θ for the 64-phase CoRe and the 64-phase charge-
withheld CoRe techniques are shown in Fig. 4.7 when the load power varies from (1/4)ηNP0 to
(1/2)ηNP0. Here η is the power efficiency and the number of switch cycles K sampled by the
attackers is 1. As compared to the conventional CoRe technique, the charge-withheld CoRe has
two advantages. The proposed technique eliminates the possibility of having zero PTE even when
the phase difference θ is 0◦ or 360◦. Additionally, the average PTE value of the proposed charge-
withheld CoRe technique is enhanced by about 46.1% as compared to the conventional CoRe
technique.
The effect of the sampling period KTs on the average PTE value is also investigated. The
average PTE value of the conventional CoRe technique slightly decreases when KTs increases (as
shown in Fig. 4.8). Alternatively, the average PTE value of the proposed charge-withheld CoRe
technique increases more than 20% when KTs increases three-fold. Further increasing KTs does
not result in a significant change in PTE as PTE converges to a certain value. The primary reason
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Figure 4.8 Average PTE value versus the number of switch cycles sampled by the attacker for
CoRe and charge-withheld CoRe techniques.
for the convergence of PTE is that as the attacker increases the sampling period, the probability for
the withheld charge to be delivered to the power grid within the same sampling period increases.
Since the effective number of charge withholding from one sampling cycle to another sampling cycle
reduces by increasing the attacker’s sampling period, the PTE value converges to a constant value.
Lastly, the impact of the number of stages within the SC voltage converter on the average PTE
value is investigated, as shown in Fig. 4.9. The average PTE value increases with a larger number
of phases N for both conventional and charge-withheld CoRe techniques. The average PTE value
of the proposed charge-withheld CoRe technique, however, has a steeper slope, indicating better
security-performance against DPA attacks with a larger number of converter phases.
The flying capacitors that withhold charge in the charge-withheld CoRe technique cannot
be utilized as a filter capacitor as these capacitors are not connected to the output node during the
charge-withholding operation. This would slightly increase the output voltage ripple. For example,
the amplitude of the output ripple voltage increases less than 2.5 mV for a 32 phase SC voltage
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Figure 4.9 Average PTE value versus the number of SC voltage converter phases N for CoRe and
charge-withheld CoRe techniques.
converter when only eight of the stages are active. Alternatively, the ripple amplitude increases
less than 1 mV when more than half of the stages are active. The increase in the ripple voltage can
be mitigated by increasing the number of SC converter stages. If the number of stages is increased
from 32 to 48, the ripple amplitude would be reduced by 40%.
4.6 Conclusion
The proposed charge-withheld CoRe technique withholds a random portion of input charge
and delivers this charge to the power network after a random time period. This proposed technique
is more effective than the conventional CoRe technique against DPA attacks and ML based DPA
attacks. The possibility of having zero PTE under certain conditions is successfully eliminated and
the average PTE value is increased more than 46% with negligible power loss due to the leakage
of flying capacitors. Since the charge that is withheld for a random amount of time is eventually
delivered to the power grid, there is no additional power overhead.
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CHAPTER 5:
CO-DESIGNING CORE TECHNIQUE WITH AES ENGINE
5.1 Introduction
DPA attacks are high efficiency and low cost power attacks, which are widely utilized
by attackers to leak the critical information of cryptographic circuit1. Various countermeasures
have been proposed against DPA attacks [7, 60–64]. Although certain countermeasures are quite
effective to increase the trustworthiness of modern integrated circuits (ICs), the corresponding
power, area, and performance overheads of existing countermeasures are typically quite large to be
widely utilized.
There is a growing trend to integrate voltage regulators (VRs) fully on-chip in modern ICs
to reduce the power noise, improve transient response time and increase power efficiency [65–68].
A one-to-one relationship exists between the input current Iin and load current Iload, as shown in
Fig. 5.1, when a conventional on-chip VR (such as a low-dropout (LDO) regulator, a buck converter,
and a switched-capacitor (SC) converter) is utilized. Therefore, an attacker can determine what
is going on inside a CC by monitoring the input power profile of a conventional on-chip VR [54].
To break the one-to-one relationship between the input current and load current, converter-gating
(CoGa) technique is proposed in [4] to achieve a non-injective relationship between the input current
and output current. A multi-phase SC converter is utilized in the CoGa technique where the total
number of active converter phases is adaptively altered based on the load power requirement to
achieve a high power conversion efficiency [4]. A pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) is
also inserted to randomize the sequence of the activated phases when the load current changes.
However, if the variation in the load current is small, as shown in Fig. 5.2, CoGa technique is not
1The content of this Chapter has been published in [59], the copyright permission can be found in Appendix F.
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Figure 5.1 One-to-one relationship between the input current and load current in conventional
voltage regulator.
activated. To increase the variance of injected random power noise by the on-chip VR, converter-
reshuﬄing (CoRe) technique is proposed to randomly reshuﬄe the sequence of active and gated
stages in every switching cycle even when the change in the load current is small. The primary
difference between the CoGa and CoRe techniques is the design of the PRNG. As compared to
the CoGa regulator, the correlation coefficient between the input power and load power of the
CoRe regulator is significantly reduced due to the larger variance of the inserted random power
noise by reshuﬄing the active and gated stages. Multiphase on-chip VRs can be distributed across
the die or implemented at a centralized location [69–71]. Therefore, the security implications of
the centralized and distributed on-chip voltage regulation with the proposed CoRe technique are
investigated based on the correlation coefficient between the input power and side-channel power2.
A pipelined advanced encryption standard (AES) engine is a widely used CC due to the
low path delay [72–74]. In a typical 128-bit pipelined AES engine, 16 substitution-boxes (S-boxes)
are required in the 1st round encryption (each S-box is 8-bit), where each of the 16 S-boxes works
independently. In a practical attack, if the attacker intends to attack one of those 16 S-boxes
during the 1st encryption round, the attacker can dynamically alter the 8-bit input plaintext that
2Side-channel power represents the power consumption induced by the S-box under attack.
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Figure 5.2 CoGa regulator in [4] (8-phase) exhibits a constant sequence of active stages if the
variation in load current is small.
corresponds to the input of the S-box under attack. The other plaintexts that are applied to the
other 15 S-boxes which are not under attack are kept constant. As a result, the transient power
noise generated by these 15 S-boxes which are not under attack would be greatly reduced and only
a small amount of leakage power is dissipated within these S-boxes.
If the 15 S-boxes which are not under attack can exhibit a high dynamic power consumption
even when the attacker applies a constant input plaintext, this dynamic power consumption can be
randomized with the CoRe technique to further decrease the correlation between the input power
and side-channel power. Therefore, an improved pipelined AES engine is proposed where invert
boxes are added at the inputs of the S-boxes with a negligible area and power overhead. A clock
signal with half of the frequency of the input plaintext is utilized to control all of the added invert
boxes to ensure that all of the S-boxes would always have a high dynamic power consumption even
if their input plaintexts are constant.
We introduce the CoRe technique in Chapter 2 where we demonstrate the working princi-
ple without providing a detailed analytic model. In Chapter 3, a certain time delay is inserted in
the CoRe technique while activating the phases to eliminate the possibility of having zero entropy
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under machine learning attacks. A finite amount of charge is withheld in the flying capacitor for
a random amount of time in Chapter 4 to increase the entropy of the input power profile. The
key contributions of this Chapter are to lay the mathematical foundations of the CoRe technique
through a detailed analysis of the correlation between the input and output power of both conven-
tional and proposed voltage regulation techniques. The correlation coefficient and measurement to
disclose (MTD) are used as the security metric in this Chapter instead of the power trace entropy
used in [11, 54, 56]. The implications of the physical placement of the VRs on the correlation co-
efficient are investigated with centralized and distributed implementations of the CoRe regulators.
We have recently noticed that the CoRe technique with an improved pipelined AES engine inserts
both additive and multiplicative noise to the input power profile. An improved lightweight AES
engine is accordingly proposed to further scramble the input power even if the attacker applies
a constant plaintext to the S-boxes that are not under attack. The security implications of the
proposed techniques are analytically proven using the correlation coefficient and MTD.
5.2 Security of a Switching Converter against Power Analysis Attacks
The correlation coefficient between the input data and actual dynamic power dissipation of
a cryptographic circuit (CC) γ is [75]
γ '
√
m0
m1
(5.1)
and the corresponding MTD value is [75]
MTD ∝ 1
γ2
, (5.2)
where m1 is the total number of bits of the input data and m0 is the number of bits which
strongly correlates with the actual dynamic power consumption in the input data. The correlation
coefficient γ between the input data and actual dynamic power consumption is determined by the
architecture of a CC. If the architecture of a CC is not modified at runtime γ and MTD would not
have a significant variation.
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A switching converter has two phases in each switching period: charging phase and dis-
charging phase. The average input power within a switching period strongly correlates with the
load power within that switching period. Let us assume that the switching frequency of the con-
verter is fs and the clock frequency of the CC is fc. In modern ICs, fc is typically greater than
fs [71, 76] (we assume fc = M1fs). To obtain accurate power data generated by a CC from the
input side of the switching converter, the attacker needs to sample the average input power within
a switching period as one sample of the power data. However, from a CC without a switching
converter, the attacker can obtain M1 different power data samples within that switching period.
As a result, if a CC is powered with a switching converter, the MTD is inherently enhanced M1
times, as compared to the MTD of a CC without a switching converter. Decreasing the switching
frequency is therefore an effective way to enhance the MTD value, but lower switching frequency
may increase the area of output capacitance of the voltage converter. So there is a trade-off between
the area and security of switching converters.
5.3 Correlation Analysis of On-Chip Voltage Regulators
In this section, the correlation coefficient models are presented for the CoGa and CoRe
techniques as well as for the conventional on-chip VRs.
5.3.1 Modeling Correlation Coefficient of Converter-Gating (CoGa) and Converter-
Reshuﬄing (CoRe) Regulators
The CoGa regulator [4] consists of two types of modulations: frequency modulation and
number of activated phases modulation. The switching frequency fs in CoGa regulator has a
narrow variation range [fs,pk − ∆fs/2, fs,pk + ∆fs/2], where fs,pk is the corresponding switching
frequency to achieve the peak power conversion efficiency and ∆fs is the amplitude of the variation
in the switching frequency fs. If fs is higher than fs,pk + ∆fs/2, an additional phase is activated to
provide more power to the load. When an additional phase is activated, fs is reduced to a nominal
value. If fs is lower than fs,pk −∆fs/2, an active phase is gated to reduce the output power while
fs is increased to a nominal value.
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Figure 5.3 Input power data sampling for the attacker within K consecutive switching periods
when the CoGa or CoRe techniques are enabled (Ts is the switching period of the CoGa or CoRe
regulator).
To investigate the security implications of CoGa or CoRe regulator, the type of power noise
generated by CoGa and CoRe regulators needs to be determined. Two different types of noise can
be inserted into a system: additive noise and multiplicative noise. The input power of CoGa or
CoRe regulator Pin can be defined as
Pin = ao × Pload + bo, (5.3)
where Pload is the load power dissipation of CoGa or CoRe regulator. ao and bo, respectively,
represent multiplicative and additive noise. If the load power Pload is zero, the input power Pin
is also equal to zero. Therefore, bo = 0 and only the multiplicative noise exists in CoGa or CoRe
regulator. Since signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is not a convenient metric for modeling multiplicative
noise, correlation coefficient between the input power and load power is used as the metric to
evaluate the security of on-chip VR [7, 8].
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The dynamic power consumption Pd[m] of a single S-box in an AES engine induced by
the mth, (m = 1, 2, ...) input plaintext conforms to a normal distribution [75], where the mean and
variance of Pd[m] are, respectively, µs and σ
2
s . Assuming that the clock frequency of the AES engine
is M1 times greater than the switching frequency of the CoGa or CoRe regulator (i.e.,fc = M1fs),
the average dynamic power consumption of a single S-box within a switching period Pd[m] can be
written as
Pd[m] =
M1−1∑
p=0
Pd[m+ p]
M1
. (5.4)
When Pd[m], Pd[m+ 1], ..., Pd[m+M1 − 1] are mutually independent, the average dynamic power
consumption of a single S-box within a switching period Pd[m] also conforms to a normal distribu-
tion with mean µs and variance σ2s as
µs =
M1−1∑
p=0
µs
M1
= µs, (5.5)
σ2s =
M1−1∑
p=0
(
σs
M1
)2 =
σ2s
M1
. (5.6)
The minimum and maximum average dynamic power dissipation of a single S-box within
a single switching period are, respectively, jminP0 and jmaxP0 where P0 is the power resolution.
Assuming P0 is sufficiently small, the following approximated equation can be written as
jmax∑
j=jmin
P0
√
M1
σs
√
2pi
exp
(− (j×P0−µs)2
2σ2s/M1
) ≈ 1. (5.7)
If the total number of input plaintexts applied by the attacker is W , the number Wj which corre-
sponds to the average dynamic power of a single S-box jP0, (j ∈ [jmin, jmax]) within a switching
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period can be approximated as
Wj ≈W P0
√
M1
σs
√
2pi
exp
(− (j×P0−µs)2
2σ2s/M1
)
. (5.8)
If the attacker intends to sample K, (K = 1, 2, ...) consecutive switching periods as one
sample of power data, as shown in Fig. 5.3, the input power distribution among the (n+ u)Ts and
(n+ u+ 1)Ts, (n = 0, 1, ..., u = 0, 1, 2, ...) period can be denoted by array An+u as
An+u = [an+u,1, an+u,2, ..., an+u,N ]P, (5.9)
where P is the power consumed by each phase, N is the total number of phases of CoGa or CoRe
regulator, and an+u,i ∈ {0, 1}, (i = 1, 2, ..., N). Another array G(θ) = [g1(θ), g2(θ), ..., gN (θ)] is used
to store the range of sampled input power spikes within the nth switching period where θ is the
phase difference between the switching frequency and frequency of data sampling. The elements
gi(θ) in G(θ) array are
gi(θ) =

0 , i ≤ [θ/2pi ×N ]
1 , [θ/2pi ×N ] < i ≤ N .
(5.10)
The total sampled input power by the attacker within K consecutive switching periods P sin,n(K, θ),
as shown in Fig. 5.3, is
P sin,n(K, θ) = AnG(θ)
T +An+KG(θ)
T
+
K−1∑
u=1
jn+uP0
η0
= P s,1in,n(θ) +
K−1∑
u=1
jn+uP0
η0
, (5.11)
where a complementary array G(θ) = [g1(θ), g2(θ), ..., gN (θ)] is used to represent the range of input
power sampling within the (n+K)th switching period, where η0 is the power efficiency of CoGa or
CoRe regulator and jn+u ∈ [jmin, jmax].
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For the CoRe regulator, the total number of power spikes kn+u within the (n+u)
th switching
period can be determined as
kn+u = [
jn+u × P0
η0 × P ]. (5.12)
Additionally, the element an+u,i in An+u needs to satisfy
∑N
i=1 an+u,i = kn+u.
In the CoRe regulator, the total sampled input power within the nth switching period and
the (n+K)th switching period is P s,1in,n(θ) = lP, (l = 0, 1, 2, ..., N). The number of the corresponding
input power samples can be counted as xl,jn,jn+K (θ) after all of the possible An and An+K are
enumerated. When W input plaintexts are applied by the attacker, the number of total input
power samples xl(θ) for the corresponding sampled input power P
s,1
in,n(θ) can be calculated as
xl(θ) =
jmax∑
jn+K=jmin
jmax∑
jn=jmin
WjnWjn+Kxl,jn,jn+K (θ). (5.13)
The mean value of the total sampled input power within K consecutive switching periods µin(K, θ)
becomes3
µin(K, θ) = E(P
s
in,n(K, θ))
= E(P s,1in,n(θ)) + E(
K−1∑
u=1
jn+uP0
η0
)
=
∑N
l=0 lP × xl(θ)∑N
l=0 xl(θ)
+ (K − 1)µ′s, (5.14)
where µ
′
s is
µ
′
s ≈
jmax∑
j=jmin
jP0
√
M1
η0σs
√
2pi
exp
(− (j×P0−µs)2
2σ2s/M1
)
. (5.15)
3E represents the sign for the calculation of the mean value.
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The variance of total sampled input power within K consecutive switching periods σ2in(K, θ) can
be written as4
σ2in(K, θ) = V ar(P
s
in,n(K, θ))
= V ar(P s,1in,n(θ)) + V ar(
K−1∑
u=1
jn+uP0
η0
)
=
∑N
l=0(xl(θ)× (lP − µin(θ))2)∑N
l=0 xl(θ)
+ (K − 1)(σ′s)2, (5.16)
where (σ
′
s)
2 is
(σ
′
s)
2 =
1
jmax − jmin + 1
jmax∑
j=jmin
(jP0/η0 − µ′s)2. (5.17)
The load power of the CoRe regulator Pload,n(K, θ) that corresponds to the sampled input
power P sin,n(K, θ) can be written as
Pload,n(K, θ) = (1− θ
2pi
)jn+1P0 +
θ
2pi
jn+K+1P0 +
K∑
u=2
jn+uP0. (5.18)
The mean value of the load power µL(K, θ) and variance of the load power σ
2
L(K, θ), respectively,
are
µL(K, θ) = (1− θ
2pi
)µs +
θ
2pi
µs + (K − 1)µs = Kµs, (5.19)
σ2L(K, θ) = (1−
θ
2pi
)
σ2s
M1
+
θ
2pi
σ2s
M1
+ (K − 1) σ
2
s
M1
=
Kσ2s
M1
. (5.20)
4V ar represents the sign for the calculation of the variance.
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The correlation coefficient of the on-chip CoRe regulator γ(K, θ) is determined as5
γ(K, θ) =
E(P sin,n(K, θ)× Pload,n(K, θ))
σin(K, θ)×
√
K/M1σs
− µin(K, θ)×Kµs
σin(K, θ)×
√
K/M1σs
, (5.21)
where E(P sin,n(K, θ)× Pload,n(K, θ)) is
E(P sin,n(K, θ)× Pload,n(K, θ)) =
1
(jmax − jmin + 1)K+2×
(
jmax∑
jn+K+1=jmin
...
jmax∑
jn=jmin
((P s,1in,n(θ) +
K−1∑
u=1
jn+uP0
η0
)×
((1− θ
2pi
)jn+1P0 +
θ
2pi
jn+K+1P0 +
K∑
u=2
jn+uP0))). (5.22)
The average correlation coefficient of the CoRe regulator γ(K) can be denoted as
γ(K) =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
γ(K, θ)dθ. (5.23)
The correlation coefficient modeling of the CoGa regulator is quite similar to the modeling
of the CoRe regulator with one extra condition that needs to be added to the element an+u,i in
An+u as 
an+u+1,i − an+u,i ≥ 0 , if kn+u+1 ≥ kn+u
an+u,i − an+u+1,i ≥ 0 , if kn+u < kn+u+1 .
(5.24)
5.3.2 Modeling Correlation Coefficient of Conventional On-Chip Voltage Regulators
Conventional on-chip (COC) VRs such as LDO regulator/buck converter/SC converter
typically do not insert any randomness in the input or output power profile unless their architectures
are tailored to scramble the input and output impedance characteristics. The relationship between
5The attacker sampled the total input power within K consecutive switching periods as one sample of the power
data.
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Figure 5.4 Phase difference versus correlation coefficient of CoGa and CoRe techniques.
the input power and load power of a COC VR can be modeled as
P
′
in(t+ ∆t) =
1
η1
× Pload(t), (5.25)
where ∆t is the time delay between the input power and load power, η1 is the power efficiency,
P
′
in(t+ ∆t) is the transient input power, and Pload(t) is the load power of a COC VR.
The detailed correlation coefficient derivation of COC VRs can be found in Appendix A.
5.3.3 Validation of the Proposed Correlation Coefficient Models with Practical Pa-
rameters
Substitution-box (S-box) is a circuit which is widely used in cryptography to mask the
relationship between the secret key and ciphertext [77–79]. Since an S-box can perform a non-
linear transformation, for an S-box with m1 bits of input data, the output data can be m2 bits that
are masked through the non-linear transformations. An S-box with a clock frequency fc of 200 MHz
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Figure 5.5 Sampling switching periods versus average correlation coefficient.
is designed [80] with 130nm CMOS and simulated in Cadence. The dynamic power dissipation of
the S-box Pd[m] conforms to a normal distribution with a mean value µs of 264 uW and a standard
deviation σs of 26.8 uW. The total number of phases N in the CoGa and CoRe regulators is 32. As
shown in Fig. 5.4, the correlation coefficient between the input power and load power of CoGa and
CoRe regulators is not constant when the phase difference between the switching frequency and
data sampling frequency changes. Unlike CoGa, CoRe regulator has a lower correlation coefficient
due to the increased randomness with the reshuﬄing operation.
The relationship between the sampling switching period and average correlation coefficient
is shown in Fig. 5.5. The correlation coefficient of an LDO regulator is around 1 due to the
negligible time delay between the input power and load power. CoRe regulator exhibits the lowest
correlation coefficient among the existing on-chip VRs due to the high randomness obtained with
phase reshuﬄing. When the attacker increases the number of sampling switching periods, the
average correlation coefficient of the CoRe regulator increases. The reason is that a certain portion
of the noise inserted by the CoRe regulator can be filtered by the attacker by increasing the
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Figure 5.6 Sampling switching periods versus MTD enhancement ratio (M1 ≈ 5).
number of switching periods for each sampling. The cost is that more measurements are required
for a successful attack, potentially increasing the MTD.
Let’s assume that the correlation coefficient between the predicted and actual dynamic
power consumption of an S-box is γ1 and the correlation coefficient between the actual dynamic
power consumption of an S-box and input power of an on-chip VR is γ2. Since the operations that
occur in the S-box are independent of the operations of the on-chip VR, the correlation coefficient
between the input data and input power of an on-chip VR γ3 can be denoted as [75]
γ3 = γ1 × γ2. (5.26)
For a single S-box, the relationship between MTD value MTD0 and correlation coefficient γ1 is [75]
MTD0 ' C/γ21 . (5.27)
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Figure 5.7 Number of phases and power undertaken by each phase versus average correlation
coefficient.
where C is the success rate dependent constant [75]. Accordingly, for a single S-box powered by an
on-chip VR, the measurement to disclose MTD1 becomes
MTD1 ' M1K
γ22
×MTD0 = R×MTD0, (5.28)
where R is the MTD enhancement ratio of a single S-box powered by an on-chip VR. As compared
to an S-box without an on-chip VR, as shown in Fig. 5.6, a single S-box with the CoRe regulator has
the highest MTD enhancement ratio. The lowest MTD enhancement ratio of the CoRe regulator
with S-box is 71.4 when the attacker optimizes the sampling duration of the attack and selects the
total input power within 4 consecutive switching periods as a single sample of the power data.
The average correlation coefficient of the CoRe regulator decreases when the total number
of phases N increases, as shown in Fig. 5.7. The reason is that when N increases, more number
of gated phases are utilized to increase the randomness of the CoRe regulator. Additionally, if
the power P consumed by each phase increases, the average correlation coefficient of the CoRe
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regulator reduces due to the larger variance of the random noise caused by the phase reshuﬄing
within every switching cycle.
5.4 Conventional Pipelined (CP) AES Engine with Converter-Reshuﬄing
In this section, the security concerns of a conventional pipelined AES engine are presented.
Additionally, the implications of centralized and distributed on-chip voltage regulations with the
CoRe technique on the security of the AES engine are investigated.
5.4.1 Practical Power Attacks on a Pipelined AES Engine without On-Chip Voltage
Regulation
For a conventional 128-bit pipelined AES Engine, 16 S-boxes need to be placed in the 1st
round encryption block, as shown in Fig. 5.8. If an attacker intends to implement a DPA attack
on one of the 16 S-boxes in the 1st encryption round, the attacker can apply a suitable input
plaintext combination to simplify the attack. For example, when S-box1 is being targeted with a
DPA attack, the attacker can input a different 8-bit plaintext1 to combine the 8-bit cipher key1
with the input side of S-box1 sequentially while also maintaining the rest of the input plaintexts
(plaintext2, plaintext3, ..., plaintext16) as constant. As a result, S-box1 would exhibit a high dy-
namic power consumption while the other 15 S-boxes would show a low leakage power dissipation.
The leakage power generated by the other 15 S-boxes with a constant input plaintext can be treated
as an additive power noise to the S-box1 that is under attack.
5.4.2 Conventional Pipelined (CP) AES Engine with a Distributed CoRe Technique
Since 16 S-boxes exist in the 1st round encryption block of the CP AES engine, if a dis-
tributed CoRe technique is employed, 16 CoRe regulators are needed to power all of the S-boxes, as
shown in Fig. 5.9. Let us assume that the total number of phases in the distributed CoRe regulators
is N and the number of phases in each distributed CoRe regulator is N/16. In this case, the phase
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Figure 5.8 1st encryption round of a typical 128-bit pipelined AES engine.
shift βy,z in each distributed CoRe regulator can be written as
βy,z =
2pi
N
(y + 16× (z − 1)), (5.29)
where y represents the yth(y = 1, 2, ..., 16) CoRe regulator and z is the zth(z = 1, 2, ..., N/16) phase
in the yth CoRe regulator. The total sampled input power P s,din,n(K, θ) of a CP AES engine with 16
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Figure 5.9 A conventional pipelined AES engine with a distributed on-chip CoRe technique.
distributed CoRe regulators within K consecutive switching periods can be expressed as6
P s,din,n(K, θ) =
16∑
y=2
Ady(K, θ)(
Pleak,y
η0
)+
Ad1(K, θ)(
(1− θ2pi )jnP0 + θ2pi jn+KP0 +
∑K−1
u=1 jn+uP0
η0
), (5.30)
where Ady(K, θ) is the y
th multiplicative noise inserted by the yth CoRe regulator and Pleak,y is the
leakage power dissipation of the yth S-box. For a 128-bit CP AES engine with a distributed CoRe
architecture, the total number of phases can be utilized to scramble the side-channel power is 16/N .
However, if a centralized CoRe architecture is used to power a CP AES engine, all of the phases
can be utilized to scramble the input power consumption. The variance of noise in a CP AES
engine with a distributed CoRe architecture may therefore not be high, which can be enhanced by
utilizing a centralized CoRe technique in the following section.
5.4.3 Conventional Pipelined (CP) AES Engine with a Centralized CoRe Technique
When all of the 16 S-boxes use a centralized on-chip VR, as shown in Fig. 5.10, a common
on-chip CoRe regulator is utilized to deliver power to all S-boxes. In this case, the total sampled
6Assuming S-box1 is under DPA attacks.
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Figure 5.10 A conventional pipelined AES engine with a centralized on-chip CoRe technique.
input power P s,cin,n(K, θ) within K consecutive switching cycles can be denoted as
P s,cin,n(K, θ) = A
c(K, θ)(
(1− θ2pi )jnP0 + θ2pi jn+KP0
η0
+∑K−1
u=1 jn+uP0 + Pleak
η0
), (5.31)
where Ac(K, θ) is the multiplicative noise generated by randomly reshuﬄing the active and gated
phases in a CP AES engine with a centralized CoRe regulator. Pleak is the total leakage power
generated by the 15 S-boxes with constant input plaintext where
∑16
y=2 Pleak,y = Pleak.
Assuming that the correlation coefficient of a centralized CoRe regulator within a CP AES
engine is γ0, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the centralized CoRe regulator within a CP AES
engine SNR0 is [75]
SNR0 =
σ2f
σ2q
=
1
1
γ20
− 1 , (5.32)
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Figure 5.11 Sampling switching periods versus average correlation coefficient and variance of power
noise of the distributed and centralized CoRe architectures.
where σ2f and σ
2
q are, respectively, the variance of the signal and noise. Accordingly, the variance
of the noise of the centralized CoRe regulator within a CP AES engine can be denoted as
σ2q = (
1
γ20
− 1)σ2f . (5.33)
As shown in Fig. 5.11, the average correlation coefficient of a centralized CoRe technique is
lower than the average correlation coefficient of a distributed CoRe technique. The reason is that
an increased number of gated phases are utilized during the reshuﬄing operation. As a result, the
variance of the power noise inserted by the phase reshuﬄing operation in every switching cycle in a
centralized CoRe architecture is enhanced significantly as compared to the total variance of power
noise in a distributed CoRe architecture. As shown in Fig. 5.12, the minimum MTD enhancement
ratio of a CP AES engine with a centralized CoRe architecture is around 544 when the attacker
samples 10 consecutive switching cycles. Alternatively, the minimum MTD enhancement ratio of
a CP AES engine with a distributed CoRe architecture is about 137.1 when the attacker samples 4
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Figure 5.12 Sampling switching periods versus MTD enhancement ratios of the distributed and
centralized CoRe architectures (M1 ≈ 5).
consecutive switching cycles. After adopting the centralized CoRe technique, the minimum MTD
enhancement ratio is also significantly increased.
5.5 Improved Pipelined (IP) AES Engine with Centralized CoRe Technique
In a CP AES engine, the S-boxes which are fed with a constant input plaintext would
generate a low leakage power dissipation. If those S-boxes that are not under attack can exhibit
a high dynamic power dissipation all the time even when constant input plaintext is applied, this
high dynamic power dissipation may act as a power noise to scramble the dynamic power generated
by the S-box under attack.
An improved pipelined (IP) AES engine is proposed to ensure that all of the S-boxes have
high dynamic power dissipation at all times. As shown in Fig. 5.13, 16 invert boxes (the in-
ternal logic circuits of each invert box are shown in Fig. 5.14) are inserted at the inputs of the
S-boxes. After the 11th round of CP AES engine, a mask removal operation is performed, sim-
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Figure 5.13 Full encryption rounds of an 128-bit improved pipelined (IP) AES engine, please note
that invert boxes are added before the 1st round and the mask removal operation is performed after
the 11th round (the architecture of the reconstructed S-box can be founded in [5, 6]).
ilar to [5]. CLK1 is the clock signal for controlling the frequency of the input plaintext (CLK1
also represents the clock frequency fc as mentioned before). CLK2 is the clock signal to con-
trol the frequency of the invert operations in each invert box. When the frequency of CLK1 fc
is two times of the frequency of CLK2 fI , (fc = 2fI), the input data of each S-box can be in-
verted with a frequency of fc if constant input pliantext is enabled. As shown in Fig. 5.14, if
Ey = (10010100)2, (10010100)2, ..., after adding the corresponding invert box, the output data of
invert box becomes Fy = (10010100)2, (01101011)2, (10010100)2, (01101011)2, .... All of the S-boxes
can therefore exhibit a high dynamic power consumption even if a constant input plaintext is
applied by the attacker.
For the IP AES engine with constant input plaintext, if the output data of the yth invert box
is Fy = (fy,1, fy,2, ..., fy,8)2, and Fy makes a transition from (fy,1, fy,2, ..., fy,8)2 to (fy,1, fy,2, ..., fy,8)2,
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Figure 5.14 Internal logic circuits of the yth invert box.
the dynamic power consumption of the yth S-box is Pd,y,1. When Fy makes a transition from
(fy,1, fy,2, ..., fy,8)2 to (fy,1, fy,2, ..., fy,8)2, the dynamic power consumption of the y
th S-box is Pd,y,2.
The total dynamic power dissipation Pd,y of the y
th S-box within a switching period can be denoted
as
Pd,y =
M1 × (Pd,y,1 + Pd,y,2)
2
. (5.34)
The mean value µI,y and variance σ
2
I,y of the dynamic power dissipation of the y
th S-box within a
switching period respectively, are
µI,y =
(µs + µs)× M12
M1
= µs, (5.35)
σ2I,y =
(σ2s + σ
2
s)× (M12 )2
M21
=
σ2s
2
. (5.36)
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Figure 5.15 Sampling switching periods versus average correlation coefficient and variance of
power noise of the CP AES engine with a centralized CoRe regulator and the IP AES engine with
a centralized CoRe regulator.
Accordingly, the mean value µI and variance σ
2
I of the total dynamic power consumption generated
by the other 15 S-boxes with constant input plaintext within a switching period become
µI = 15µs, (5.37)
σ2I = 15×
σ2s
2
= 7.5σ2s . (5.38)
If a centralized CoRe regulator is utilized to deliver power to an IP AES engine, the total
sampled input power within K consecutive switching periods P s,I,cin,n (K, θ) can be obtained as
7
P s,I,cin,n (K, θ) = A
I,c(K, θ)(
∑16
y=2 Pd,y
η0
)+
AI,c(K, θ)(
(1− θ2pi )jnP0 + θ2pi jn+KP0 +
∑K−1
u=1 jn+uP0
η0
), (5.39)
7Assuming S-box1 is under DPA attacks.
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Figure 5.16 Sampling switching periods versus MTD enhancement ratio of the CP AES engine with
a centralized CoRe regulator and the IP AES engine with a centralized CoRe regulator (M1 ≈ 3, 5,
and 7).
where AI,c(K, θ) is the multiplicative noise. The total dynamic power consumption within a switch-
ing period induced by the 15 S-boxes with constant input plaintext is
∑16
y=2 Pd,y ∼ N(15µs, 7.5σ2s).
With phase reshuﬄing operation, the multiplicative noise AI,c(K, θ) would convert the high dy-
namic power
∑16
y=2 Pd,y into a large additive power noise in the input power profile. As a result,
the large additive noise AI,c(K, θ)(
∑16
y=2 Pd,y/η0) can successfully scramble the correlation between
the input power and side-channel power in an IP AES engine with a centralized CoRe regulator.
As shown in Fig. 5.15, as compared to the CP AES engine with a centralized CoRe regulator,
the IP AES engine with a centralized CoRe regulator has lower correlation coefficient due to the
larger variance of the power noise in the IP AES engine with a centralized CoRe regulator. The
large power noise arises from the high dynamic power consumption caused by the 15 S-boxes with
constant input plaintext. In Fig. 5.16, the lowest MTD enhancement ratio of the IP AES engine
with a centralized CoRe regulator is 9,100 when M1 ≈ 5 (if M1 ≈ 3, 7, the lowest MTD enhancement
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Figure 5.17 (a) Masking operation in conventional masked AES engine and (b) Masking operation
in the IP AES engine that we proposed.
ratios are 3290, 17850, respectively) when the attacker samples 3 consecutive switching cycles as
one sample of the power data. This value is about 15.7 times higher than the minimum MTD
enhancement ratio of the CP AES engine with a centralized CoRe regulator.
The power overhead of the proposed IP AES engine can be justified as follows. When a CP
AES engine is working during regular operation (not under attack), all of the 16 S-boxes would
show high dynamic power consumption due to the variable input plaintexts. Henceforth, adding
invert boxes in the IP AES engine would actually not bring extra power overhead to the S-boxes.
The proposed IP AES engine can be considered as a voltage regulator-assisted masked AES engine,
which can recover the correct output data by using the same way as a conventional masked AES
engine. For the conventional masked AES engine, as shown in Fig. 5.17(a), the masking random
data B is added at the beginning of encryption. The corresponding masking component would be
removed at the end of encryption [5, 6]. For the conventional masked AES engine, the input data of
S-box Fy = Ey⊕B. However, for the IP AES engine, the input data of S-box is Fy = Ey⊕C where
the masking data C is also added at the beginning of encryption and the corresponding masking
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component can be removed at the end of encryption by using the same way as the conventional
masked AES engine, as shown in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.17(b).
The primary difference between the conventional masked AES engine and IP AES engine
we proposed is the masking data. For the conventional AES engine, the masking data B is an 8-bit
random value, so B can have 28 = 256 different values. 256 masking values would increase the size
of look-up table (LUT) and computational complexity of the AES engine significantly [6]. As a
result, the area and performance overhead of the conventional masked AES engine is quite large [6].
For an implemented masked AES engine based on field-programmable gate array (FPGA) [81], the
area overhead is 60.1% and the frequency decreases about 11% [81].
However, for the proposed IP AES engine, the masking data C can only have two values:
(00000000)2 and (11111111)2 (Ey⊕(00000000)2 = Ey and Ey⊕(11111111)2 = Ey). As compared to
the conventional masked AES engine, the overhead of IP AES engine would therefore be reduced to
2/256 = 1/128. The approximate area overhead of the proposed IP AES engine would be around
60.1% ∗ (1/128) = 0.47% and the frequency reduction of the IP AES engine would be around
11% ∗ (1/128) = 0.09%.
5.6 Circuit Level Simulation
The CoGa and CoRe techniques are designed with 130nm IBM CMOS technology and
simulated in Cadence where the switching frequency is swept between 30 and 60 MHz. As shown
in Fig. 5.18, when the load current Iload is constant, the CoGa regulator is not triggered, and the
active and gated phases do not change as long as the variations in the load current demand are
small. However, the sequence of active and passive stages continuously alters over time in the CoRe
regulator regardless of the variations in the workload demand. Therefore, as compared to CoGa,
input power consumption of the CoRe regulator shows an uncertain sequence of active stages even
if the load current demand does not change, increasing the variance of multiplicative power noise
in input power profile.
As shown in Fig. 5.19(a), the dynamic power consumption of an IP AES engine is much
higher than the dynamic power consumption of a CP AES engine. The reason is that all 16 S-
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Figure 5.18 8-phase CoGa regulator and 8-phase CoRe regulator are simulated: a) Distribution
of load current, b) transient output voltage profile, and c) input current profile of CoGa regulator
and CoRe regulator, sequence of active stages in CoRe regulator is variable while sequence of active
stages in CoGa regulator is invariable if a constant load current is enabled, as shown in d), e), f),
and g).
boxes have high dynamic power dissipation in an IP AES engine while only the S-box under attack
contributes to the dynamic power dissipation in a CP AES engine. As shown in Fig. 5.19(b), only
2 stages are activated in the CP AES engine with a centralized CoRe regulator in a switching cycle
while a greater number of stages are turned-on in the centralized CoRe regulator. Hence, the power
noise generated by those 15 S-boxes which are not under attack are reshuﬄed in the input power
profile, further reducing the correlation between the input power and side-channel power in the IP
AES engine with a centralized CoRe regulator.
5.7 Conclusion
An on-chip CoRe technique is utilized to reinforce a lightweight AES engine as an efficient
countermeasure against power analysis attacks due to the high multiplicative power noise induced
by reshuﬄing active and gated converter stages. A detailed analytical analysis of the correlation
between the input and output power of both conventional and proposed voltage regulation tech-
niques is presented. The security implications of the physical placement of the voltage regulators
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Figure 5.19 (a) Load current profile of a CP AES engine with a centralized CoRe regulator and
an IP AES engine with a centralized CoRe regulator, (b) Input current profile of a CP AES engine
with a centralized CoRe regulator and an IP AES engine with a centralized CoRe regulator (The
total number of phases of the centralized CoRe regulator is 64).
are investigated with centralized and distributed implementations of the CoRe regulators. An im-
proved AES engine is proposed to further scramble the input power even when the attacker applies
a constant plaintext to the S-boxes that are not under attack. The security implications of the
proposed techniques are analytically proven using the correlation coefficient. When a centralized
CoRe regulator is combined with the proposed improved pipelined AES engine, the MTD value is
enhanced over 9,100 times as compared to an unprotected AES engine.
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CHAPTER 6:
SECURITY-ADAPTIVE VOLTAGE CONVERSION TECHNIQUE
6.1 Introduction
DPA attacks are one of the most widely studied SCAs that exploit the switching activities
within the cryptographic circuits while processing different input data1. Recently leakage power
analysis (LPA) attacks have been proposed by M. Alioto et al. [3] to obtain the critical infor-
mation by analyzing the correlation between the input data and leakage power dissipation of the
cryptographic circuit. LPA attacks exploit the fact that the leakage current signature of NMOS
and PMOS transistors is different [3]. The amplitude of the leakage power is orders of magnitude
smaller than the amplitude of dynamic power consumption. To perform a successful LPA attack,
the attacker must mitigate the measurement noise that can make the analysis quite difficult due
to the small signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the monitored leakage power. An effective technique to
mitigate the measurement noise is to lower the operating frequency of the cryptographic circuit [83].
Since the leakage mechanisms in DPA and LPA attacks are quite different, DPA-resistant
cryptographic circuits may still be vulnerable against LPA attacks [84]. There is therefore a strong
need for effective countermeasures against LPA attacks. Converter-reshuﬄing (CoRe) technique
has been proposed in [11, 59] as a countermeasure against DPA attacks with low overhead. CoRe
technique utilizes a multi-phase switched-capacitor (SC) voltage converter where each phase delivers
a portion of the required power to the cryptographic circuit with a different time delay. A pseudo-
random number generator (PRNG) is used to scramble the sequence of activate phases to insert a
varying amount of uncertain power noise in each switching period against DPA attacks. However, if
the attacker implements an LPA attack on a cryptographic circuit with a CoRe voltage converter,
1The content of this Chapter has been published in [82], the copyright permission can be found in Appendix F.
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the low leakage power dissipation generated by the cryptographic circuit would only activate a
small number of converter phases. The small number of active phases would significantly reduce
the entropy of the PRNG in the CoRe voltage converter, making the CoRe technique also vulnerable
against LPA attacks.
To increase security against LPA attacks with negligible overhead, in this Chapter, the
voltage regulator is designed in a security-adaptive fashion. The security-adaptive (SA) voltage
converter is designed based on the CoRe voltage converter [11, 59] but modified to sense LPA
attacks and insert noise through a discharging resistor only when the device is under an LPA attack.
When the SA voltage converter is utilized as the supply voltage of the cryptographic circuit, during
the normal2 and idle3 modes of operation, no redundant current is being consumed and the SA
voltage converter operates conventionally as the CoRe voltage converter. The SA voltage converter
is triggered to provide redundant current when the operating clock frequency fc is within a certain
range which is explained in detail in Section 6.2. The activity of the discharging resistor is then
reshuﬄed by the PRNG to scramble the inserted noise profile. Since the proposed SA converter
operates conventionally and is only triggered to sink redundant current when the device is under
an LPA attack, the power overhead of this countermeasure is negligible.
6.2 Architecture Design
The proposed SA voltage converter consists of a CoRe voltage converter, two clock frequency
sensors, and a discharging resistor as shown in Fig. 6.1. When the cryptographic circuit is in a
normal working mode, the cryptographic circuit exhibits a high dynamic power consumption (i.e.,
the clock frequency fc is high), M1 transistor would be in off-state to let the SA voltage converter
operate similar to the CoRe voltage converter. Under an LPA attack, however, the attacker would
lower the clock frequency fc to mitigate the measurement noise [83]. If the clock frequency fc is
lower than the active critical frequency Fac and higher than the idle critical frequency Fic, both
2In a normal working mode, clock frequency fc of the cryptographic circuit is high, therefore, power consumption
is high.
3In the idle mode, the clock frequency fc of the cryptographic circuit is quite low, therefore, overall power
consumption is low.
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Figure 6.1 Architecture of the proposed security-adaptive (SA) voltage converter (N is the total
number of phases (N is an even), switch Mi1 = 1, (i1 = 1, 2) represents that it is in on-state and
vice versa).
M1 transistor and M2 transistor would be in on-state, letting some amount of redundant current
flow through the discharging resistor Rc. The redundant power dissipation induced by Rc is then
reshuﬄed by the N -phase CoRe converter to scramble the inserted power noise.
When the clock frequency fc of the cryptographic circuit is lower than the idle critical
frequency Fic, the M2 transistor would be turned-off, deactivating the discharging resistor Rc as
shown in Fig. 6.1. When the cryptographic circuit is in an idle mode (fc << Fic), the discharging
resistor Rc is therefore inactive to avoid power overhead. The design guidelines on the selection of
suitable Fic and Fac to maximize security are provided in Section 6.4 and Appendix B, respectively.
6.3 Parameter Design
To maximize the entropy of the N -bit PRNG that resides within the SA voltage con-
verter, the number of active phases of an SA voltage converter in each switching period should be
around N/2 (the entropy of the N -bit PRNG reaches the maximum value −( NN/2)× 1( NN/2) log
1
( NN/2)
2 =
log
( NN/2)
2 ). Let’s assume the mean value of leakage power dissipation of the cryptographic circuit
within a switching period under LPA attacks is µc and the output voltage of an N -phase CoRe
converter within the SA voltage converter is Vout. When the cryptographic circuit employs an SA
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voltage converter, if the discharging resistor Rc is activated, the power dissipation Pc consumed by
the discharging resistor Rc can be denoted as Pc = V
2
out/Rc. The mean value µt of the total load
power dissipation of the SA voltage converter within a switching period can be approximated as
µt ≈ µc + V
2
out
Rc
. (6.1)
The output current Iout delivered by a single SC converter phase is [52]
Iout = 2Cf (Vin − 2Vout)kfs, (6.2)
where Cf is the flying capacitance within each phase, Vin is the input voltage from the power source,
fs is the switching frequency of the SC converter, and k is the fs and Cf dependent parameter
which can be found in [52].
Since around half of the total phases should be active in each switching period to maximize
the entropy of the N -bit PRNG, the following approximated equation should be satisfied
Vout × N
2
× Iout ≈ µc + V
2
out
R′c
, (6.3)
where R
′
c is the optimized resistance value of the discharging resistor Rc that maximizes the security
of the cryptographic circuit. R
′
c therefore, can be determined as
R
′
c ≈
V 2out
VoutNCf (Vin − 2Vout)kfs − µc . (6.4)
6.4 Security Evaluation Against LPA Attacks
To quantify the security of a cryptographic circuit that employs the proposed SA voltage
converter against LPA attacks, the correlation coefficient between the input and load power profiles
of the SA voltage converter needs to be modeled. The correlation coefficient γ of a voltage converter
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Figure 6.2 Input power profile of a cryptographic circuit that employs an SA voltage converter
under LPA attacks when the attacker selects a single clock period as one sample of input power
data (Ts is the switching period of the SA voltage converter, Yi is the starting time point of the 1
st
switching period for sampling the ith input power data, and θ is the phase difference between the
switching period and input power data sampling).
is
γ =
∑n
i=1(Pl,i − Pl)(Pin,i − Pin)√∑n
i=1(Pl,i − Pl)2
∑n
i=1(Pin,i − Pin)2
, (6.5)
where n is the total number of the input or load power data samples, Pl,i (Pin,i) is the i
th, (i =
1, 2, ..., n) load (input) power of the voltage converter, and Pl (Pin) is the corresponding total
average load (input) power.
6.4.1 Sampling a Single Clock Period as One Sample of Input Power Data
In LPA attacks, in order to filter the measurement noise, the clock frequency fc of the
cryptographic circuit needs to be sufficiently reduced [83] (i.e., fc ≈ 1F0 fs where F0 is an integer
that can reasonably filter out the measurement noise). However, when a cryptographic circuit
implemented with a CoRe or an SA voltage converter is under LPA attacks, in addition to filtering
the measurement noise, the reshuﬄing noise induced by PRNG can also be filtered if the clock
frequency fc is further reduced. For example, the clock frequency fc can be further reduced to
fc ≈ 1F fs (F is an integer and F > F0) to also filter the reshuﬄing noise.
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If the attacker selects a single clock period (F number of switching periods) as one sample
of the input power data as shown in Fig. 6.2, the sampled input power Pin,i(θ, FTs) is
Pin,i(θ, FTs) = (HYi(θ) +GYi+FTs(θ))P0 +
(F − 1)(Pi + V
2
out
Rc
)
ηc
, (6.6)
where ηc is the power efficiency of the N -phase CoRe converter in the SA voltage converter, P0 is
the power consumed by a single active phase in the SA voltage converter, and Pi is the leakage
power dissipation of the cryptographic circuit induced by the ith input data. HYi(θ) and GYi+FTs(θ)
are the corresponding number of active phases, as illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The corresponding load
power Pl,i(θ, FTs) of the SA voltage converter (which is correlated with Pin,i(θ, FTs) can be written
as
Pl,i(θ, FTs) = (1− θ
2pi
)Pi + (F − 1)Pi + θ
2pi
Pi = FPi. (6.7)
As compared to a conventional cryptographic circuit (i.e., without any countermeasure),
the MTD enhancement ratio R(FTs) of a cryptographic circuit that employs a voltage converter
is [59]
R(FTs) ∝ 1
( 12pi
∫ 2pi
0 γ(θ, FTs)dθ)
2
, (6.8)
where 12pi
∫ 2pi
0 γ(θ, FTs)dθ is the average correlation coefficient between the input and output power
profiles of the voltage converter.
As compared to an LPA attack on a conventional cryptographic circuit with clock frequency
fc ≈ 1F0 fs, the MTD value would be enhanced by F/F0 times if the attacker implements an LPA
attack on a cryptographic circuit which employs a voltage converter with a slower clock frequency
fc ≈ 1F fs. As a result, the MTD enhancement ratio R1(FTs) of a cryptographic circuit that employs
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Figure 6.3 (a) Average correlation coefficient versus clock period 1/fc and (b) MTD enhancement
ratio R1(FTs) versus clock period 1/fc.
a voltage converter with a variable clock frequency can be written as
R1(FTs) ' F
F0
1
( 12pi
∫ 2pi
0 γ(θ, FTs)dθ)
2
. (6.9)
Substitution-box (S-box) is a commonly component of modern cryptographic algorithms
such as advanced encryption standard (AES) which utilizes multiple S-Boxes to perform non-linear
mathematical transformations to mask the relationship between the ciphertext and the secret key [3,
85, 86]. To validate the mathematical analysis, a 130 nm CMOS S-box [80] is used as the cryp-
tographic circuit that is powered, respectively, by a CoRe voltage converter and by an SA voltage
converter. Both circuits are simulated in Cadence. {F0=10}4 and N=32. The average correlation
coefficient of the SA voltage converter is quite lower than the average correlation coefficient of the
CoRe voltage converter when the attacker selects a fast clock frequency to perform the LPA attack,
as shown in Fig. 6.3(a). The lowest MTD enhancement ratio of an S-box that employs an SA
voltage converter under LPA attacks is ∼6,145 when clock period is about 104Ts while the lowest
MTD enhancement ratio of an S-box that employs a CoRe voltage converter under LPA attacks is
about 14.7 when clock period is about 102Ts, as shown in Fig. 6.3(b).
4From the experimental results in [83], the measurement noise can be reasonably filtered if the clock frequency
fc is lowered 100 times. In the simulation, the clock frequency in a normal working mode is about 10 times of the
switching frequency and 100 times of the clock frequency in the idle mode, therefore, F0 is selected as 10.
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Figure 6.4 Input power profile of a cryptographic circuit that employs an SA voltage converter
under LPA attacks when the attacker selects a variable number of clock periods as one sample of
input power data (Xi is the starting time point of the 1
st switching period for sampling the ith
input power data).
6.4.2 Sampling Multiple Clock Periods as One Sample of Input Power Data
The technique of sampling multiple clock/switching periods as one sample of input power
data is quite efficient for filtering the power noise generated from reshuﬄing-based voltage converters
in DPA attacks [59]. When an attacker implements an LPA attack on a cryptographic circuit
that houses a CoRe voltage converter or an SA voltage converter, the attacker can also filter the
reshuﬄing noise by sampling K, (K ≥ 2) number of clock periods as one sample of input power data
instead of lowering the clock frequency (fc ≈ 1F0 fs) further, as shown in Fig. 6.4. The corresponding
input power Pin,i(θ,KF0Ts) and load power Pl,i(θ,KF0Ts) of the SA voltage converter can be,
respectively, written as
Pin,i(θ,KF0Ts) = (WXi(θ) + UXi+KF0Ts(θ))P0+
(F0 − 1)(P(i−1)K+1 + V
2
out
Rc
)
ηc
+ F0
K∑
j=2
(P(i−1)K+j +
V 2out
Rc
)
ηc
, (6.10)
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Figure 6.5 (a) Average correlation coefficient versus sampling time period KF0Ts and (b) MTD
enhancement ratio R2(KF0Ts) versus sampling time period KF0Ts (F0=10 and N=32).
Pl,i(θ,KF0Ts) = (1− θ
2pi
)P(i−1)K+1 + (F0 − 1)P(i−1)K+1
+ F0
K∑
j=2
P(i−1)K+j +
θ
2pi
P(i−1)K+K+1, (6.11)
where P(i−1)K+j , (j = 1, 2, ...) is the leakage power dissipation of the cryptographic circuit induced
by the ((i − 1)K + j)th input data. WXi(θ) and UXi+KF0Ts(θ) are the corresponding number of
active phases, as illustrated in Fig. 6.4.
As compared to sampling a single clock period as one sample of input power data, sampling
K number of clock periods as one sample of input power data would enhance the MTD value to
K times [59]. Therefore, the MTD enhancement ratio R2(KF0Ts) of a cryptographic circuit that
employs a voltage converter is
R2(KF0Ts) ' K 1
( 12pi
∫ 2pi
0 γ(θ,KF0Ts)dθ)
2
, (6.12)
when utilizing K number of clock periods as one sample of input power data.
When the attacker increases the sampling time period to KF0Ts, the average correlation
coefficient of the SA voltage converter has a marginal enhancement, as shown in Fig. 6.5(a). This
indicates that sampling multiple clock periods as one sample of input power data to mitigate noise
is not sufficiently effective. The lowest MTD enhancement ratio of an S-box with an SA (CoRe)
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voltage converter is 826446 (43) (shown in Fig. 6.5(b)), which is much higher than the lowest MTD
enhancement ratio 6,145 (14.7) (shown in Fig. 6.3(b)). That means further reducing the clock
frequency fc is more effective than sampling multiple clock periods as one sample of input power
data to enhance the power of LPA attacks on an S-box with a voltage converter. The primary
reason is that under the same sampling time period (FTs = KF0Ts), the variance of the load power
of a voltage converter with a variable clock frequency D(Pl,i(θ, FTs)) is
D(Pl,i(θ, FTs)) = D(FPi) = D(KF0Pi) = K
2F 20 σ
2
s , (6.13)
where σ2s is the variance of the leakage power dissipation of the cryptographic circuit. However,
the variance of load power of a voltage converter while sampling K number of clock periods as one
sample of input power data D(Pl,i(θ,KF0Ts)) is (F0 > 1)
D(Pl,i(θ,KF0Ts)) =
D((1− θ
2pi
)P(i−1)K+1 + (F0 − 1)P(i−1)K+1)
+D(F0
K∑
j=2
P(i−1)K+j) +D(
θ
2pi
P(i−1)K+K+1)
= (F0 − θ
2pi
)2σ2s + F
2
0 (K − 1)σ2s + (
θ
2pi
)2σ2s
= KF 20 σ
2
s −
θ
pi
F0σ
2
s +
θ2
2pi2
σ2s < KF
2
0 σ
2
s −
θ
pi
σ2s +
θ2
2pi2
σ2s
≤ KF 20 σ2s −
θ
pi
θ
2pi
σ2s +
θ2
2pi2
σ2s = KF
2
0 σ
2
s . (6.14)
As compared to sampling K number of clock periods as one sample of input power data, further
lowering clock frequency fc can therefore enhance the variance of the load power of the voltage
converter over K times. A larger variance of the load power enhances the SNR of the voltage
converter and decreases the lowest MTD enhancement ratio.
Lowering clock frequency fc further is more efficient than sampling multiple clock periods
as one sample of input power data to enhance the power of LPA attacks. When the attacker further
lowers clock frequency fc, as shown in Fig. 6.3(b), the idle critical frequency Fic can be selected
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Figure 6.6 (a) Load current profile of an S-box that employs a CoRe voltage converter and an
S-box that employs an SA voltage converter, (b) Input current profile of an S-box that employs a
CoRe voltage converter and an S-box that employs an SA voltage converter.
as 1/(105Ts). The intuitive explanation is that when the clock frequency fc is lower than the idle
critical frequency Fic = 1/(10
5Ts), the M2 transistor would be turned-off to make the SA voltage
converter behave as a CoRe voltage converter. The MTD enhancement ratio of an S-box with an
SA voltage converter is almost the same as the MTD enhancement ratio of an S-box with a CoRe
voltage converter when the clock frequency fc is lower than 1/(10
5Ts), as shown in Fig. 6.3(b).
The security of an S-box with an SA voltage converter against LPA attacks therefore would not be
compromised when Fic = 1/(10
5Ts).
6.5 Circuit Level Verification
To validate the proposed countermeasure with circuit level simulations, a 130 nm CMOS
S-box [80] is used as the load to simulate the correlations between the input and load power profiles
of different voltage converters. A 32-phase 2:1 CoRe voltage converter and a 32-phase 2:1 SA
voltage converter are used in the simulations. The detailed architecture and control algorithm of
the CoRe voltage converter can be found in [59]. The input voltage Vin and output voltage Vout of
the voltage converters used in the simulations are, respectively, 2.4 V and 1.2 V. Additionally, the
clock frequency fc of the S-box to perform an LPA attack is reduced to 2 MHz and the variation
range of the switching frequency fs of the voltage converter is fs ∈[19 MHz, 21 MHz].
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Figure 6.7 LPA attacks simulation: (a) All of the possible keys versus absolute value of the
correlation coefficient for an S-box without countermeasure after analyzing 500 leakage power traces,
(b) All of the possible keys versus absolute value of correlation coefficient for an S-box that employs
a CoRe voltage converter after analyzing 2 million leakage power traces, and (c) All of the possible
keys versus absolute value of the correlation coefficient for an S-box that employs an SA voltage
converter after analyzing 2 million leakage power traces.
The load current of the SA voltage converter is significantly higher than the CoRe voltage
converter when the S-box is under LPA attacks, as shown in Fig. 6.6(a). The high load power
dissipation of the SA voltage converter from the discharging resistor Rc is reshuﬄed in the input
power profile to generate high power noise against LPA attacks. As demonstrated in Fig. 6.6(b),
only a single phase is active in a switching period in an S-box that employs a CoRe voltage
converter while 16 phases are activated in a switching period in an S-box that employs an SA
voltage converter. The large number of active phases in each switching period would significantly
enhance the entropy of the PRNG from log
(321 )
2 to log
(3216)
2 , generating a large amount of uncertain
power noise in input power profile against LPA attacks.
6.6 LPA Attacks Simulation
When LPA attacks are implemented (simulated) on an S-box [80] that does not house any
countermeasure, the correct key (which is (66)10 in this example) is leaked to the attacker after
analyzing 500 leakage power traces, as shown in Fig. 6.7(a). When the attacker implements an
LPA attack on an S-box that employs an SA voltage converter and lowers the clock frequency fc
to 1/(104Ts) (clock frequency with lowest MTD enhancement ratio as shown in Fig. 6.3(b)), the
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correct key cannot be obtained by the attacker even after analyzing two million leakage power
traces, as shown in Fig. 6.7(c). By contrast, when the attacker lowers the clock frequency fc to
1/(104Ts) and implements an LPA attack on an S-box which employs a CoRe voltage converter,
after analyzing 2 million leakage power traces, the correct key is leaked to the attacker, as shown
in Fig. 6.7(b). Therefore, as compared to an S-box that employs a CoRe voltage converter, the
reshuﬄed redundant load power dissipation in the SA voltage converter can successfully act as
noise to enhance the MTD value.
6.7 Conclusion
A security-adaptive (SA) voltage converter is utilized as a lightweight countermeasure
against LPA attacks. The discharging resistor in the SA voltage converter can significantly in-
crease the amount of noise insertion in the input power profile when LPA attacks are sensed by
the proposed technique. Through scrambling the redundant load power dissipation in the input
power profile, the MTD value of a cryptographic circuit that employs the SA voltage converter is
enhanced over 6,145 times as compared to the MTD value of a conventional cryptographic circuit
that has no countermeasure.
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CHAPTER 7:
ON-CHIP VOLTAGE REGULATION WITH VFS
7.1 Introduction
Dynamic power consumption of a cryptographic circuit is Pdyn = αfcV
2
dd where fc, Vdd,
and α are, respectively, the clock frequency, supply voltage, and activity factor1. Activity fac-
tor α is determined by the number of 0 → 1 transitions that occur in the cryptographic circuit
under different input data [75]. To hide the actual dynamic power consumption Pdyn of a cryp-
tographic circuit, different logic families are proposed to make the dynamic power consumption
constant under different input data values. The wave dynamic differential logic (WDDL), which
is a type of balanced logic gate, is proposed in [85, 88] to make the activity factor α constant
regardless of the input data values. A switched-capacitor current equalizer-based countermeasure
is proposed in [61] to achieve a constant Pdyn through discharging the residual charge in every
switching cycle. However, DPA attacks countermeasures that hide the dynamic power dissipation
of a cryptographic circuit by maintaining constant dynamic power consumption typically cause
significant power/area/performance overhead [2, 61]. Alternatively, masking technique [5, 6] is an
effective DPA attacks countermeasure that uses random intermediate data values to be inserted
among the actual side channel leakage data to reduce the correlation between the input data and
α. However, masking technique may also induce significant area overhead due to the large look-up
table (LUT) when a large amount of random data is inserted [5, 6]. Please note that the effec-
tiveness of masking-based countermeasures is directly correlated with the number of inserted data
values. There is therefore a tradeoff between the LUT size and the effectiveness of the masking
operation.
1The content of this Chapter has been published in [87], the copyright permission can be found in Appendix F.
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Figure 7.1 Relationship between the clock pulse and power consumption of a cryptographic
circuit [7].
To minimize the information leakage through the power consumption profile, existing power
management techniques that scale voltage and/or frequency at runtime have been tailored as a
countermeasure against DPA attacks [7, 8, 21]. These voltage/frequency scaling (VFS) based
countermeasures typically randomize the supply voltage and/or the frequency to break the one-to-
one relationship between these parameters and the actual workload. Random dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling (RDVFS) technique is one of the first VFS-based countermeasures against DPA
attacks that reduces the power consumption while also increasing the security [21]. The working
principle of the RDVFS technique is to randomly vary fc and Vdd to mask the dynamic power
variations from an attacker. RDVFS technique, however, has major security flaws since the clock
frequency fc can be leaked in the input power profile, as demonstrated in Fig. 7.1 [7]. In other
words, in a cryptographic circuit that utilizes conventional RDVFS, fc becomes a linear function
of Vdd, (fc = K1.Vdd +B where K and B are the linear parameters) [7].
An attacker can therefore unriddle the fluctuations in the fc and Vdd by solely monitoring
the width of the spikes in the power consumption profile. After analyzing the pulse width of the
monitored power consumption of the cryptographic circuit concurrently with the input data, a
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cryptographic circuit that houses the RDVFS technique can therefore be breached with negligible
effort [7]. Another VFS-based countermeasure, random dynamic voltage scaling (RDVS) technique,
is proposed in [7] to disrupt the linear relationship between fc and Vdd. Unfortunately, this technique
introduces significant power overhead to disrupt the relationship between fc and Vdd where the
security increases with higher power overhead. In order to minimize the power overhead while
utilizing VFS as a countermeasure to secure a cryptographic circuit, Avirneni et al. [8] proposed
the aggressive voltage and frequency scaling (AVFS) technique. In the AVFS technique, fc and Vdd
are independent so that an attacker can no longer estimate the changes in Vdd by solely monitoring
the pulse width of the spikes in the monitored power dissipation profile. AVFS technique, however,
increases the total chip area by about 3% due to redundant register duplication to minimize the
circuit contamination delay [8].
Leakage power dissipation primarily has two components: subthreshold power leakage and
gate-oxide power leakage [89]. These two power leakage components increase significantly with the
continuous scaling of the silicon technology and the reduced supply voltage levels. Conventional
LPA attacks are quite sensitive to measurement noise [90] and therefore have attracted relatively less
attention as compared to DPA attacks. LPA attacks can still be quite effective if the clock frequency
of the cryptographic circuit is lowered by the attacker and the analysis is reinforced with average
sampling analysis [83]. Although there are no VFS-based countermeasures specifically tailored
against LPA attacks, the leakage power dissipation is naturally affected by the voltage scaling
techniques and the aforementioned VFS-based countermeasures are also partly effective against
LPA attacks. Moreover, on-chip voltage regulation is becoming an essential part of cryptographic
circuits, enabling faster and more power efficient voltage/frequency scaling (VFS) [71] with less
than 1% area overhead [91]. In this Chapter, we investigate the security implications of three
different on-chip voltage regulator topologies: low-dropout (LDO) regulator, buck converter, and
switched-capacitor (SC) converter that can be implemented with countermeasures such as RDVFS,
RDVS, and AVFS against both DPA and LPA attacks.
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Figure 7.2 Schematic of a conventional LDO voltage regulator.
7.2 On-Chip Voltage Regulation with VFS Load
Each voltage regulator topology has different input and output voltage/current characteris-
tics. These differences change the way how different voltage regulators may leak critical information.
In this section, the side-channel leakage mechanisms of three widely used on-chip voltage regulator
topologies are investigated.
7.2.1 Low-Dropout (LDO) Regulator with VFS Load
The relationship between the input current Iin and the load current Iload of an LDO regu-
lator, as shown in Fig. 7.2, is
Iin = IR + Icap + Iload, (7.1)
where IR and Icap are, respectively, the resistor and capacitor current. To minimize the power
conversion loss, the resistances of R1 and R2 are typically quite large, making the resistor current
IR negligible. Recently, output-capacitorless LDO voltage regulators have proliferated to reduce
the area of LDO regulators [65, 92]. As a result, the capacitor current Icap can also be ignored in
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our derivations without loss of generality. The relationship between Iin and Iload can therefore be
approximated as
Iin ≈ Iload. (7.2)
Similarly, the relationship between the input power Pin and load current Iload can be denoted as
Pin ≈ VinIload, (7.3)
where Vin is the input voltage. Since there is an approximated linear relationship between Pin and
Iload, certain characteristics of the clock frequency fc can be estimated by an attacker by monitoring
the input power profile.
The relationship between the load current and input power of an LDO voltage regulator is
analyzed under a switching load where the clock frequency and supply voltage (fc, Vdd) pair varies
between (440 MHz, 0.8 V) and (830 MHz, 1.2 V) [8]. As shown in Figs. 7.3(a) and 7.3(b), a linear
relationship exists between the load current Iload and input power Pin of an LDO regulator. An
attacker can therefore determine the variations in fc by monitoring the variations in Pin to nullify
RDVFS technique under DPA attacks. The correlation between the input power and load current
of an LDO regulator is so high that an attacker can visually extract the workload information
without using any advanced analysis techniques.
7.2.2 Buck Converter with VFS Load
A buck converter, as shown in Fig. 7.4, can have three different operating modes: continuous
conduction mode (CCM), discontinuous conduction mode (DCM), and the boundary between CCM
and DCM, (BCM). The relationships between the input voltage Vin and the output voltage Vdd of
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Figure 7.3 (a) Transient load current profile of an LDO voltage regulator with VFS load and (b)
Transient input power profile of an LDO voltage regulator with VFS load.
a buck converter (shown in Fig. 7.4) operating in these three operating modes are
Vdd =

DVin , K2 > 1−D, (CCM)
DVin , K2 = 1−D, (BCM)
2Vin
1+
√
1+4K2/D2
, K2 < 1−D, (DCM)
, (7.4)
where D is the duty cycle of the input switching signal. The critical value is K2 = 2Lfs/R where
L is the inductance of the filter inductor, fs is the switching frequency, and R is the impedance of
load. It is quite difficult for an attacker to analyze the variations of Vdd if the buck converter works
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Figure 7.4 Schematic of a conventional buck converter.
in the DCM since the critical value K2 would become uncertain due to the variations in the value
of the load impedance R under different input data. An attacker can, however, still determine the
changes in Vdd by monitoring the slope of the input power profile which is a strong function of the
filter inductor current. When the inductor is in the charging state, the relationship between Vdd
and the slope of input current S1 is
S1 =
dIin
dt
=
Vin − Vdd
L
. (7.5)
Similarly, the relationship between Vdd and the slope of input power S2 is
S2 =
dPin
dt
=
1
L
(V 2in − VinVdd). (7.6)
We investigate the possible leakage of critical workload information through the slope of
the monitored input power signature via simulations. The relationship between S2 and Vdd of a
buck converter is analyzed under a switching load when the clock frequency and supply voltage
(fc, Vdd) pair for the switching load varies between (440 MHz, 0.8 V) and (830 MHz, 1.2 V). The
switching frequency of buck converter is typically around 100MHz [45]. When Vdd drops from 1.1
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Figure 7.5 (a) Transient supply voltage (output voltage) Vdd of a buck converter with VFS load
and (b) Transient input power profile of a buck converter with VFS load.
V to 0.9 V, S2 increases from 1.78 mW/ns to 2.27 mW/ns, as shown in Fig. 7.5. An inversely linear
relationship exists between S2 and Vdd, as illustrated in Fig. 7.6. This inversely linear relationship
demonstrates the possible information leakage through the slope of input power profile that may
nullify RDVFS technique under DPA attacks.
7.2.3 Switched-Capacitor (SC) Converter with VFS Load
An SC voltage converter utilizes one or multiple flying capacitors with a switch network
where the flying capacitors charge from the input voltage Vin and discharge to the output node
periodically to generate a DC output voltage Vdd. The basic architecture of an SC voltage converter
is illustrated in Fig. 7.7. Different voltage conversion ratios can be obtained by modifying the
connections of the switches and capacitors within an SC converter.
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Figure 7.6 Relationship between the supply voltage Vdd and the slope of the input power S2 in
the charging state.
The relationship between the switching frequency fs and the load current Iload of an SC
converter is [52]
A(Vdd)fs = Iload, (7.7)
where A(Vdd) is a function of the supply voltage Vdd. Typically, the switching frequency of an SC
converter is around 100MHz [71], which is much lower than the clock frequency fc of a typical
S-box which can be around 500 MHz [8]. Therefore, in a single switching period of an SC converter,
several spikes occur due to the high clock frequency of the transistors. Assuming that the number
of the transitions of load power within a switching period is M , the relationship between fs and fc
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Figure 7.7 Basic architecture of a switched-capacitor (SC) voltage converter.
can be written as
fs =
1
A(Vdd)
Iload =
1
A(Vdd)
Pdyn
Vdd
=
1
A(Vdd)
∑M
i=1 αifcV
2
dd
Vdd
=
fcVdd
A(Vdd)
M∑
i=1
αi, (7.8)
where Pdyn is the dynamic power consumption of a cryptographic circuit and αi(i = 1, 2, ...) is the
corresponding activity factor. While the value of
∑M
i=1 αi is determined by the input data, the
switching frequency fs, which may be exploited to obtain critical information about fc, is masked
by scrambling the monitored activity factor
∑M
i=1 αi. An SC converter with a variable
∑M
i=1 αi is
analyzed under a switching load circuit with 670 MHz clock frequency and 1 V supply voltage [8]
while
∑M
i=1 αi varies between 50pF and 400pF. As shown in Fig. 7.8, the switching frequency fs is
successfully changed by varying
∑M
i=1 αi in input power profile with a constant fc.
When the SC converter is in the charging state, the equality denoting the charging of the
flying capacitor should be satisfied as
Vin − V1(t)
R(Vdd)
= Ctop(Vdd)
dV1(t)
dt
, (7.9)
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Figure 7.8 Transient input power of an SC converter with variable
∑M
i=1 αi.
where Ctop(Vdd) is the capacitance of the top plate in the equivalent flying capacitor, R(Vdd) is
the equivalent series resistance, and V1(t) is the voltage of the top plate of the equivalent flying
capacitor. The expression for V1(t), the input power in charging state Pin(t), and the slope of input
power in charging state S3, respectively, are
V1(t) = V1(0) + (Vin − V1(0))(1− e−t/R(Vdd)Ctop(Vdd)), (7.10)
Pin(t) = Vin
dV1(t)
dt
=
V 2in − VinV1(0)
R(Vdd)Ctop(Vdd)
e−t/R(Vdd)Ctop(Vdd), (7.11)
S3 =
dPin(t)
dt
= − V
2
in − VinV1(0)
R2(Vdd)C
2
top(Vdd)
e−t/R(Vdd)Ctop(Vdd), (7.12)
where V1(0) is the voltage of the top plate in the equivalent flying capacitor before charging. To
prevent the leakage of the supply voltage Vdd information through the input power profile from the
slope of the input power S3 in the charging state, the variations of the supply voltage (reflected
by R(Vdd)Ctop(Vdd)) and the the variations of load power induced by different input data (reflected
by V1(0)) are also scrambled together. As shown in Fig. 7.8, S3 also depends on the variation of∑M
i=1 αi in input power profile when Vdd is fixed.
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Table 7.1 Inserted Noise Nj,k(fc, Vdd), (j, k = 1, 2, 3) into the Power Consumption Profile of a
Cryptographic Circuit through Countermeasures that Employ Different Voltage Regulators against
DPA Attacks (Detail Explanation can be Found in Appendix C).
Regulator
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LDO regulator Buck converter SC converter
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)log(2))(log(
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ddc
VVF
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dd
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V
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
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V
VfN

0
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
ddc VfN
0
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)log(
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ddc
f
VfN

)log(2
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dd
ddc
V
VfN 
)log(2)log(
),(3,3
ddc
ddc
Vf
VfN


7.3 Security Evaluation of On-Chip Voltage Regulation with VFS Technique Against
DPA Attacks
Countermeasures against side-channel attacks either insert noise to the side-channel leakage
or reduce the critical signal in the side-channel leakage. VFS-based countermeasures typically insert
noise to the power consumption profile to increase the number of measurements that an attacker
needs to perform for a successful attack. As mentioned in the Introduction, the dynamic power
consumption of cryptographic circuits Pdyn is
Pdyn = αfcV
2
dd. (7.13)
After taking logarithm of both of the sides, (7.13) can be written as
log(Pdyn) = log(α) + log(fc) + 2log(Vdd), (7.14)
where log(α) represents the side-channel signal related with DPA attacks. The amount of uncertain
noise Nj,k(fc, Vdd) that is inserted through different countermeasures that employ three different
types of voltage regulators varies significantly, as shown in Table 7.1. When a cryptographic circuit
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employs the AVFS technique with an SC converter, the inserted noise would contain both random
fc and random Vdd due to the independent relationship between fc and Vdd. When a cryptographic
circuit employs the RDVS technique with an SC converter, the inserted noise would only contain
random Vdd as the clock frequency fc is fixed. The inserted noise would be zero when the RDVFS
technique employs an LDO regulator or a buck converter as either fc or Vdd would leak through
the input power profile. By utilizing the correlation between fc and Vdd, the inserted noise in
the side-channel through the countermeasures may be eliminated . However, if a cryptographic
circuit employs an SC converter with the RDVFS technique, the uncertain noise would contain
both the random clock frequency and supply voltage. As compared to the AVFS technique, a
linear relationship exists between the clock frequency fc and supply voltage Vdd when the RDVFS
technique employs an SC converter. The clock frequency can therefore be denoted as a function of
the supply voltage (i.e., fc = F (Vdd) = K1.Vdd + B where K1 = 975 MHz/V and B = −340 MHz
when Vdd ∈ [0.8V, 1.2V ] and fc ∈ [440MHz, 830MHz] [8]).
7.3.1 Security of On-Chip Voltage Regulation with True Random VFS Technique
Against DPA Attacks
When all of the aforementioned techniques are true random, the clock frequency fc and
supply voltage Vdd would have uniform distributions. Let’s assume that VDD1 and VDD2 are,
respectively, the minimum and maximum voltage values that Vdd can operate. Similarly, f1 and f2
are, respectively, the minimum and maximum frequency values that fc can take. When the number
of discrete values that Vdd can take within [VDD1, VDD2] is N , the resolution of supply voltage ∆Vdd
and ith, (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N) possible value Vdd,i within [VDD1, VDD2] can be, respectively, denoted as
∆Vdd,i =
VDD2 − VDD1
N − 1 , (7.15)
Vdd,i =
(i− 1)× (VDD2 − VDD1)
N − 1 + VDD1. (7.16)
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Similarly, assuming that frequency can get N different values within [f1, f2], the i
th possible value
fc,i can be denoted as
fc,i =
(i− 1)× (f2 − f1)
N − 1 + f1. (7.17)
If the frequency2 of the voltage scaling operation is fv, the mean value of the inserted noise
E(Nj,k(fc, Vdd)) for on-chip voltage regulation based and uniformly distributed RDVFS technique
(j = 1), RDVS technique (j = 2), and AVFS technique (j = 3), respectively, are
E(N1,k(fc, Vdd)) =
1∑N
i=1[
fc,i
fv
]
N∑
i=1
[
fc,i
fv
]N1,k(fc,i, Vdd,i), (7.18)
E(N2,k(fc, Vdd)) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
N2,k(fc, Vdd,i), (7.19)
E(N3,k(fc, Vdd)) =
1
N
∑N
l=1[
fc,l
fv
]
N∑
l=1
N∑
i=1
[
fc,l
fv
]N3,k(fc,l, Vdd,i). (7.20)
The corresponding variance of the inserted noise V ar(Nj,k(fc, Vdd)) can be denoted, respectively,
as
V ar(N1,k(fc, Vdd)) =
1∑N
i=1[
fc,i
fv
]
N∑
i=1
[
fc,i
fv
](N1,k(fc,i, Vdd,i)− E(N1,k(fc, Vdd)))2, (7.21)
2Since on-chip voltage regulator can generate variable supply voltage levels Vdd, we assume that the frequency of
the voltage scaling is fv.
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V ar(N2,k(fc, Vdd)) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(N2,k(fc, Vdd,i)− E(N2,k(fc, Vdd)))2, (7.22)
V ar(N3,k(fc, Vdd)) =
1
N
∑N
i=1[
fc,l
fv
]
×
N∑
l=1
N∑
i=1
[
fc,l
fv
](N3,k(fc,l, Vdd,i)− E(N3,k(fc, Vdd)))2. (7.23)
A cryptographic circuit that employs on-chip voltage regulation based VFS technique can
be modeled with two separate noise insertion blocks (noise block1 and noise block2), as shown
in Fig. 7.9. Accordingly, the correlation coefficient between the input data and monitored power
consumption Pdyn of that cryptographic circuit can be represented with the correlation between the
input data and monitored power dissipation of those two noise insertion blocks. The signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) at the output of the noise block2 SNR
′′
j,k can be denoted as
SNR
′′
j,k =
V ar(log(α))
V ar(Nj,k(fc, Vdd))
, (7.24)
where V ar(log(α)) represents the variance of log(α). The correlation coefficient γ
′′
j,k between the
activity factor α and monitored power dissipation Pdyn of the cryptographic circuit can be obtained
as [75]
γ
′′
j,k =
1√
1 + 1
SNR
′′
j,k
. (7.25)
Correlation coefficient between the input data and monitored power dissipation of the cryp-
tographic circuit is widely used as a metric to evaluate the level of security [3, 75, 93]. Since the
operations that take place in the noise block1 are independent of the operations that take place
in the noise block2, the correlation coefficient γj,k between the input data and monitored power
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Figure 7.9 Relationship between the input data and monitored power consumption Pdyn of a cryp-
tographic circuit that employs an on-chip voltage regulation based VFS technique (Conventional
cryptographic circuit represents a cryptographic circuit without any countermeasure).
consumption can be written as [75]
γj,k = γ
′ × γ′′j,k, (7.26)
where γ′ is the correlation coefficient between the input data and activity factor. Therefore, (1−γ′′j,k)
can be defined as the correlation coefficient reduction ratio of a cryptographic circuit that employs
a VFS-based countermeasure with on-chip voltage regulation.
A low power and small area substitution-box (S-box) from [80] is implemented at the 130nm
CMOS technology node and utilized as the cryptographic circuit under attack. The correlation
coefficient reduction ratio that is achieved when different countermeasures are employed to protect
the S-box is shown in Fig. 7.10. The S-box that employs an SC converter based RDVFS technique
exhibits the highest correlation coefficient reduction ratio under the same variance of Vdd. The
security implications of the number of (fc, Vdd) pairs N are investigated. As shown Fig. 7.11, the
number of possible (fc, Vdd) pairs N has a negligible impact on the correlation coefficient reduction
ratio of an S-box that employs RDVFS technique with an SC converter. Additionally, when the
variance of Vdd exceeds 0.04V
2, the correlation coefficient reduction ratio of an S-box that employs
RDVFS technique with an SC converter starts converging, as shown in Fig. 7.10. A higher variance
of Vdd causes increased performance degradation for a cryptographic circuit that employs RDVFS
technique [8]. Selecting the variance of Vdd as 0.04V
2, therefore, provides a reasonable design
tradeoff between security and performance. When the variance of Vdd is equal to 0.04V
2, an S-
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Figure 7.10 Variance of supply voltage Vdd versus the correlation coefficient reduction ratio of
an-S-box that employs different VFS-based countermeasures (Since a high fv does not enhance
the variance of noise induced by VFS technique, as explained in [7, 8], a moderate voltage scaling
frequency of fv = 10MHz [9] is used for the security analysis to not increase the system design
complexity).
box that employs RDVFS technique with an SC converter performs best against DPA attacks as
compared to an S-box employs other techniques without significant performance degradation.
Since a true random VFS technique may be difficult to implement in practice, a statistically
normally distributed VFS technique is used in the modern processors [94–96]. The detail security
analysis of on-chip voltage regulation with normally distributed VFS technique against DPA attacks
can be found in Appendix E.
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Figure 7.11 Variance of the supply voltage Vdd versus the correlation coefficient reduction ratio
for an S-box that employs RDVFS technique with an SC converter with various possible (fc, Vdd)
pairs.
7.4 Security Evaluation of On-Chip Voltage Regulation with VFS Technique Against
LPA Attacks
A leakage power analysis (LPA) attack is a type of side-channel attack, which is utilized by
an attacker to leak the secret key by exploiting the correlation between the input data and leakage
power dissipation of a cryptographic circuit [3]. The side-channel leakage current of a cryptographic
circuit Ileak can be denoted as [3]
Ileak = ωIH + (m− ω)IL, (7.27)
where ω is the hamming weight of input data and m is the number of bits in the input data. IH(IL)
is the leakage current when the input bit is high (low). Since IH(IL) is a function of the supply
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Table 7.2 Inserted Noise Mj,k(Vdd), (j, k = 1, 2, 3) into the Power Consumption Profile of a Crypto-
graphic Circuit through Countermeasures that Employ Different Voltage Regulators against LPA
Attacks.
Regulator
          
           
           
Technique
LDO regulator Buck converter SC converter
RDVFS
RDVS
AVFS
dddd
dd
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19.1)log(
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19.1)log(
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0
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
ddVM
0
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19.1)log(
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dddd
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VV
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19.1)log(
)(3,2
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dddd
dd
VV
VM
19.1)log(
)(3,3

voltage Vdd [97], the leakage power dissipation Pleak of a cryptographic circuit can be written as
Pleak = VddIleak
= Vdd(ωIH(Vdd) + (m− ω)IL(Vdd))
= VddIleak,0K(Vdd), (7.28)
where Ileak,0 is the component of leakage current which is independent of the supply voltage Vdd
and K(Vdd) is the component of leakage current which is strongly correlated with Vdd.
In sub-micro CMOS integrated circuits (ICs), the relationship between the leakage current
of the CMOS ICs and supply voltage Vdd can be approximated as an exponent relationship (Ileak =
Ileak,0K(Vdd) ≈ Ileak,0exp(aVdd)) [97]. In order to determine the value of the parameter a, two
different input data patterns (input data1 and input data2) are applied to a 130nm CMOS based
S-box [80]. The simulated relationship between the leakage current and supply voltage Vdd is
shown in Fig. 7.12. We use two different exponent functions K1(Vdd) = b1exp(aVdd) and K2(Vdd) =
b2exp(aVdd) to curve-fit the relationship between the leakage current and supply voltage Vdd induced
by input data1 and input data2, respectively. After fitting as shown in Fig. 7.12, the expressions
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Figure 7.12 Supply voltage Vdd versus leakage current of an S-box implemented in 130nm CMOS
technology under two different input data.
of K1(Vdd) and K2(Vdd) can be respectively determined as
K1(Vdd) = 27× exp(1.19× Vdd) ≈ 27K(Vdd), (7.29)
K2(Vdd) = 28.29× exp(1.19× Vdd) ≈ 28.29K(Vdd). (7.30)
Therefore, the leakage power dissipation of the S-box Pleak can be denoted as
Pleak = VddIleak,0K(Vdd),
≈ Vdd × Ileak,0 × exp(1.19× Vdd). (7.31)
After taking logarithm of both sides, (7.31) becomes
log(Pleak) ≈ log(Ileak,0) + log(Vdd) + 1.19Vdd, (7.32)
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Figure 7.13 Variance of supply voltage Vdd versus the correlation coefficient reduction ratio of an
S-box that employs different countermeasures (fv = 10MHz and N = 50).
where log(Ileak,0) is the side-channel signal which may provide useful information under an LPA
attack. The characteristics of the inserted noise Mj,k(Vdd) to an S-box through different coun-
termeasures against LPA attacks are listed in Table 7.2. Since a buck converter leaks the supply
voltage Vdd from the slope of input power, the uncertain noise Mj,2(Vdd) that is inserted by a buck
converter based VFS technique becomes zero.
As shown in Fig. 7.13, an S-box that employs the RDVFS technique with an SC converter
can achieve a correlation coefficient reduction ratio of over 90% when the variance of supply voltage
Vdd is greater than 0.04V
2.
7.5 Overhead Analysis
The power overhead of several VFS-based countermeasures with on-chip voltage regulation
is summarized in Table 7.3. An S-box [80] that houses an SC voltage converter exhibits the
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CCRR D-Power CCRR D-Power CCRR L-Power CCRR L-Power
Table 7.3 Correlation Coefficient Reduction Ratio (CCRR), Dynamic Power (D-Power) Consump-
tion, and Leakage Power (L-Power) Consumption of an S-Box that Houses On-Chip Voltage Reg-
ulators Implemented with True Random and Normally Distributed VFS-based Countermeasures
against DPA and LPA Attacks (Supply Voltage Range VDD2− VDD1 = 0.7V ), Xd and Xl Are, Re-
spectively, the Dynamic and Leakage Power Consumption of an S-box without any Countermeasure
(Detail Explanation can be Found in Appendix D).
highest correlation coefficient reduction ratio (CCRR) of about 85.41% (80.94%) with true random
(normally distributed) RDVFS technique under DPA attacks and about 94.3% (92.41%) with true
random (normally distributed) RDVFS technique under LPA attacks. The corresponding dynamic
power (D-Power) consumption of the S-box is 0.746Xd (0.692Xd) with true random (normally
distributed) RDVFS technique whereas the corresponding leakage power (L-Power) dissipation is
0.7116Xl (0.6948Xl) with true random (normally distributed) RDVFS technique. Xd represents the
dynamic power consumption of an S-box without any countermeasure and Xl is the leakage power
dissipation of an S-box without any countermeasure. A detailed explanation of power consumption
overhead of different techniques tabulated in Table 7.3 can be found in Appendix D.
There are two main sources of the additional area overhead that need to be considered for
an S-box that employs a VFS technique with an on-chip voltage regulator: area overhead induced
by on-chip voltage regulator and area overhead induced by VFS technique. Since an on-chip voltage
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Figure 7.14 Absolute value of the correlation coefficient versus all of the possible keys after
inputting 1,000 plaintexts with the hamming-weight model: (a) An S-box without countermeasure
under DPA attacks and (b) An S-box without countermeasure under LPA attacks.
regulator utilized to generate fast VFS [71] causes less than 1% area overhead [91], the area overhead
induced by on-chip voltage regulator can be neglected. The VFS techniques, RDVFS and RDVS,
would not cause extra area overhead based on the analysis provided in [7, 8]. AVFS technique,
however, has a 3% area overhead induced by the redundant register duplication to minimize the
circuit contamination delay [8].
7.6 DPA and LPA Attack Simulations
DPA and LPA attacks are performed in Cadence on two different S-boxes that are im-
plemented at 130nm CMOS technology: one S-box [80] without any countermeasure and another
S-box [80] that employs a true random RDVFS technique with an SC converter. As shown in
Fig. 7.14, the correct key3 of the S-box without countermeasure can be obtained by performing
DPA attacks or LPA attacks after inputting 1,000 plaintexts. However, the correlation coefficient
of the correct key under LPA attacks is higher than the correlation coefficient of the correct key
3In hamming-weight model, the correlation coefficient distinction between the correct key and complement of the
correct key is the polarity [3]. The correlation coefficient of the correct key is positive, while the correlation coefficient
of the complement of the correct key is negative. In order to make the highest correlation coefficient more obvious,
in Fig. 7.14 and Fig. 7.15, we normalized all of the correlation coefficients with absolute values.
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Figure 7.15 Absolute value of correlation coefficient versus all the possible keys after inputting 1
million plaintexts with hamming-weight model (VDD2−VDD1 = 0.7V ): (a) An S-box that employs
RDVFS technique with an SC converter under DPA attacks and (b) An S-box that employs RDVFS
technique with an SC converter under LPA attacks.
under DPA attacks. This can be interpreted as LPA attacks are able to leak a higher amount of
critical information from the S-box as compared to DPA attacks when there is no countermeasure.
In the second experiment, DPA and LPA attacks are performed against an S-box that
employs a true random RDVFS technique with an SC converter. After inputting one million
plaintexts, neither DPA nor LPA attacks are able to fetch the correct key as shown in Fig. 7.15.
However, the correlation coefficient of the correct key under LPA attacks is much lower than the
correlation coefficient of the correct key under DPA attacks when RDVFS technique with an SC
converter is enabled. This behavior indicates that LPA attacks are more sensitive to noise.
After inputting one million plaintexts to the S-box that employs a true random RDVFS
technique with an SC converter, the correlation coefficient reduction ratio of the correct key is
88.53% (97.77%) under DPA (LPA) attacks. These values are higher than the theoretical values of
85.41% (94.3%) which are listed in Table 7.3. An intuitive explanation is provided below.
• The theoretical values tabulated in Table 7.3 are the correlation coefficient reduction ratios
of an S-box that employs different countermeasures assuming that the attacker can apply any
number of attacks until the secret key within the S-box is obtained (i.e. more than one million
plaintexts). However, in DPA and LPA attack simulations, we applied one million plaintexts
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and the S-box that employs a true random RDVFS technique with an SC converter could not
be cracked after inputting one million plaintexts as shown in Fig. 7.15. This indicates the
presence of significant amount of noise in the S-box. If more plaintexts are applied to filter
the noise, the correlation coefficient of the correct key would be enhanced and the correlation
coefficient reduction ratio would decrease, approaching the theoretical value.
7.7 Conclusion
The security implications of different on-chip voltage regulator topologies implemented
within various voltage/frequency scaling-based countermeasures such as RDVFS, RDVS, and AVFS
techniques against power analysis attacks are investigated. The side-channel leakage mechanisms
of three widely used on-chip voltage regulator topologies are investigated. The security impact
of on-chip voltage regulators is evaluated based on the correlation coefficient between the input
data and monitored power consumption of a cryptographic circuit. Correlation coefficient reduc-
tion ratio is proposed to simplify the security evaluation. RDVFS technique implemented with
a switched-capacitor voltage converter can reduce correlation coefficient over 80% (92%) against
DPA (LPA) attacks and the measurement-to-disclose (MTD) value is enhanced over 1 million by
masking the clock frequency, supply voltage, and dynamic power consumption information from a
malicious attacker.
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CHAPTER 8:
CONCLUSION
On-chip voltage regulation can be utilized as a lightweight and efficient countermeasure
against power analysis attacks. Converter-reshuﬄing (CoRe) voltage converter utilizes a pseudo-
random number generator (PRNG) to increase the input power trace entropy against DPA attacks.
Time-delayed CoRe voltage converter eliminates the risk of having a zero input power trace entropy
against machine learning-based DPA attacks by delaying half of phases with a certain time period.
However, charge-withheld CoRe voltage converter further enhances the input power trace entropy
against DPA attacks through utilizing two PRNGs to control the charging and discharging of flying
capacitors.
As compared to a substitution-box (S-box) without employing on-chip voltage regulation,
the measurement-to-disclose (MTD) value is enhanced about 71.4 times against DPA attacks if
CoRe voltage converter is utilized to power an S-box. When a conventional AES engine employs
a centralized CoRe voltage converter, the MTD value is enhanced over 544 times against DPA
attacks. However, when CoRe voltage converter is co-designed with an improved AES engine, the
MTD value can be enhanced over 9,100 times against DPA attacks by reshuﬄing the power noise
generated from the S-boxes which are not under DPA attacks.
If the CoRe voltage converter is designed with security adaptive mode, the MTD value
is enhanced over 6,145 times against LPA attacks through activating the discharging resistor to
scramble the input power profile when LPA attacks are sensed. As shown in the simulation results,
when an S-box is powered by a security-adaptive (SA) voltage converter, the MTD value of the
S-box is over 2 million against LPA attacks. By contrast, the MTD value of an S-box without
countermeasure is less than 500.
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Additionally, if conventional switched-capacitor (SC) converter employs random dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (RDVFS), the correlation coefficient between the input data and
monitored power dissipation reduces over 80 (92) percent against DPA (LPA) attacks. As demon-
strated in the simulations, the MTD value of an S-box that employs RDVFS with an SC converter
is over 1 million against both DPA and LPA attacks by masking the leakage of the clock fre-
quency and supply voltage information in the input power profile. However, for an S-box without
countermeasure, the MTD value is less than 1,000 against both DPA and LPA attacks.
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CHAPTER 9:
FUTURE WORK
9.1 Utilizing On-Chip Multi-Phase Buck Converter as a Countermeasure Against
Electro-Magnetic (EM) Attacks
In my previous research works [11, 54, 56, 59, 82, 87], we mainly utilized on-chip multi-phase
switched-capacitor (SC) converter to mask the actual power dissipation of the cryptographic circuit
from a malicious attacker in the input power profile against power analysis attacks. However, as
shown in Fig. 9.1, the attacker may bypass the on-chip voltage regulator and implement electro-
magnetic (EM) attacks on the cryptographic circuit directly. The attacker may use a near-field
or far-field probe to capture the EM emissions radiated from the cryptographic circuit and exploit
the correlation between the input data and EM emissions leaked from the cryptographic circuit.
As a result, a cryptographic circuit with on-chip multi-phase SC converter may still be vulnerable
against EM attacks.
To protect a cryptographic circuit against EM attacks, a multi-phase buck converter can
be utilized to co-design with the cryptographic circuit. The EM radiation from an inductor is
significantly stronger than a capacitor [98]. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 9.2, all the inductors in the
multi-phase buck converter can be uniformly distributed among the cryptographic circuit in the
layout. Under such condition, with the impact of pseudo-random number generator (PRNG), the
random EM emissions radiated from randomly reshuﬄed inductors in each switching period can
act as noise to reduce the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) significantly against EM attacks.
Although multi-phase buck converter can be utilized as a countermeasure against EM at-
tacks, if the attacker implements power analysis attacks and EM attacks on a cryptographic circuit
with on-chip multi-phase buck converter simultaneously, the secret key in the cryptographic circuit
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Figure 9.1 Attacker can bypass the on-chip voltage regulator and implement EM attacks directly.
Figure 9.2 Distribute inductors of multi-phase buck converter uniformly among the cryptographic
circuit in the layout.
may still can be leaked to the malicious attacker. The reason is that the EM emissions radiated
from inductors may leak the critical information about PRNG if EM attacks are implemented, the
leaked critical information about PRNG may be utilized by the attacker to eliminate the power
noise generated by PRNG to execute power analysis attacks successfully. Therefore, in future re-
search, the joint EM attacks and power analysis attacks also need to be considered for securing a
cryptographic circuit with on-chip voltage regulators.
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Figure 9.3 Architecture of conventional RO PUF in [10].
9.2 Utilizing On-Chip Multi-Phase SC Converter as a Physical Unclonable Function
(PUF)
Physical unclonable function (PUF) utilizes the random variations in physical materials to
generate non-duplicated signatures for cryptography [10, 99, 100]. Currently, generating lightweight
PUFs are extremely crucial for securing internet of things (IoT) [100, 101]. All the existing PUFs
can be categorized as weak PUFs and strong PUFs [102]. Weak PUFs only generate a few signatures
or even a single signature, which can be utilized for authentication [99]. Ring-oscillator (RO) PUF is
a popular and lightweight weak PUF [10, 100, 101], which utilizes the oscillating frequency mismatch
induced by the random process variations in two identical CMOS RO loops. The multiplexers are
used to record the number of RO loops with a higher oscillating frequency to generate a unique
binary secret data [10, 100, 101], as shown in Fig. 9.31.
Other than the RO PUF, several other lightweight weak PUFs: coating PUF [103], cross-
coupled logic gates [104], SRAM-PUF [105], buskeeper-PUF [106], and DAC-PUF [99] also have
been proposed over the past decade. However, to the best of our knowledge, on-chip voltage
regulator PUF (VR-PUF) has not been studied yet.
In a multi-phase SC converter, the random fabricating process variations would make the
flying capacitors in each sub-phase have different capacitance mismatches. When the multi-phase
SC converter is powered, the input power signature would become unique and non-duplicate due
1Copyright permission can be found in Appendix F.
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to the random flying capacitance in each sub-phase. For instance, in a 16-phase SC converter,
assume six phases are activated to provide power to the load and the sequence of active phases is
#2-#4-#5-#8-#12-#15. If another 16-phase SC converter is designed with the same parameter
and same sequence of active phases, the input power signatures of those two 16-phase SC converters
are different due to the impact of random capacitance variations in the flying capacitors.
Since there is a PRNG in the multi-phase SC converter, when the sequence of active phases
is reshuﬄed by the PRNG, the multi-phase SC converter would generate another different input
power profile. Therefore, with the impact of PRNG, multi-phase SC converter also can be designed
as strong PUFs since a large amount of different input power signatures can be achieved. In future
research, intra-HD and inter-HD will be the two vital parameters to evaluate the proposed VR-PUF.
For a perfect weak PUF, the intra-HD should be 0% and inter-HD should be 50% [99]. In addition,
if the proposed VR-PUF is applied as a strong PUF, the challenge-response-pairs (CRP) [99, 102]
need to be considered to evaluate how many different signatures can VR-PUF output.
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Appendix A: Correlation Coefficient of Conventional On-Chip Voltage Regulators
If the attacker decides to sample the total input power consumption within K consecutive
switching periods as one sample of the power data in a COC VR that provides power to a single
S-box, the total sampled input power P
′
in,n(K, θ) within K consecutive switching periods is
P
′
in,n(K, θ) = (1−
θ
2pi
+
∆t
Ts
)
jn+1P0
η1
+ (
θ
2pi
− ∆t
Ts
)
jn+K+1P0
η1
+
K∑
u=2
jn+uP0
η1
. (A.1)
The mean value of the total sampled input power within K consecutive switching periods of a COC
VR µc(K, θ) is
µc(K, θ) = (1− θ
2pi
+
∆t
Ts
)µ
′
c + (
θ
2pi
− ∆t
Ts
)µ
′
c
+ (K − 1)µ′c = Kµ
′
c, (A.2)
where µ
′
c is
µ
′
c ≈
jmax∑
j=jmin
jP0
√
M1
η1σs
√
2pi
exp
(− (j×P0−µs)2
2σ2s/M1
)
. (A.3)
The variance of total sampled input power within K consecutive switching periods of a COC VR
σ2c (K, θ) is
σ2c (K, θ) = (1−
θ
2pi
+
∆t
Ts
)(σ
′
c)
2 + (
θ
2pi
− ∆t
Ts
)(σ
′
c)
2
+ (K − 1)(σ′c)2 = K(σ
′
c)
2, (A.4)
where (σ
′
c)
2 is
(σ
′
c)
2 =
1
jmax − jmin + 1
jmax∑
j=jmin
(jP0/η1 − µ′c)2. (A.5)
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The correlation coefficient γc(K, θ) of a COC VR can therefore be obtained as
γc(K, θ) =
E(P
′
in,n(K, θ)× Pload,n(K, θ))
σc(K, θ)×
√
K/M1σs
− µc(K, θ)×Kµs
σc(K, θ)×
√
K/M1σs
, (A.6)
where
E(P
′
in,n(K, θ)× Pload,n(K, θ)) =
1
(jmax − jmin + 1)K+1
× (
jmax∑
jn+K+1=jmin
...
jmax∑
jn+1=jmin
(((1− θ
2pi
+
∆t
Ts
)
jn+1P0
η1
+ (
θ
2pi
− ∆t
Ts
)
jn+K+1P0
η1
+
K∑
u=2
jn+uP0
η1
)×
((1− θ
2pi
)jn+1P0 +
θ
2pi
jn+K+1P0 +
K∑
u=2
jn+uP0))). (A.7)
Accordingly, the average correlation coefficient of a COC VR γc(K) can be denoted as
γc(K) =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
γc(K, θ)dθ. (A.8)
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Appendix B: Guidelines on the Selection of a Suitable Active Critical Frequency Fac
Two different kinds of noise may impact the MTD enhancement ratio of a cryptographic
circuit that employs a CoRe voltage converter: i) measurement power noise from devices that are
used to perform the measurement and ii) reshuﬄing power noise from the CoRe voltage converter.
When a cryptographic circuit is in a normal working mode (i.e., clock frequency fc ≈ F1fs
and F1 is an integer), the measured input power PMIP,i of the CoRe voltage converter induced by
the ith input data is
PMIP,i = P
∗
in,i(θ, 1/(F1fs)) + PM,i, (B.1)
where P ∗in,i(θ, 1/(F1fs)) is the actual input power of the CoRe voltage converter induced by the
ith input data and PM,i is the corresponding measurement power noise. When the variance of
P ∗in,i(θ, 1/(F1fs)) is σ
2
1(θ, 1/(F1fs)), the average variance σ
2
1(1/(F1fs)) of P
∗
in,i(θ, 1/(F1fs)) becomes
σ21(1/(F1fs)) =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
σ21(θ, 1/(F1fs))dθ. (B.2)
Accordingly, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the input power profile SNRM (1/(F1fs)) can be
written as
SNRM (1/(F1fs)) =
σ21(1/(F1fs))
σ2M
, (B.3)
where σ2M is the variance of the measurement power noise.
However, when the attacker lowers the clock frequency from F1fs to fc (i.e., F1fs/fc is an
integer, the attacker can measure F1fs/fc number of leakage power data), the total measured input
power PTMIP,i of the CoRe voltage converter induced by the i
th input data is
PTMIP,i = P
∗
in,i(θ, 1/fc) +
F1fs/fc∑
j1=1
PM,i,j1 , (B.4)
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where PM,i,j1 is the corresponding measurement power noise related with the j
th
1 measurement
under the ith input data. Therefore, the SNR of the input power profile SNRM (1/fc) can be
written as
SNRM (1/fc) =
σ21(1/fc)
F1fs
fc
σ2M
. (B.5)
The correlation coefficient γM (1/fc) between the actual input power and measured input power of
the CoRe voltage converter with measurement power noise when the clock frequency is fc can be
written as [75]
γM (1/fc) =
1√
1 + 1SNRM (1/fc)
. (B.6)
When the clock frequency is fc and the average correlation coefficient between the actual
input power and load power of the CoRe voltage converter is γRe(1/fc)
1, the measurement power
noise and reshuﬄing power noise from the CoRe voltage converter are independent. The correlation
coefficient γt(1/fc) between the measured input power and load power of the CoRe voltage converter
can therefore be written as [75]
γt(1/fc) = γM (1/fc)× γRe(1/fc). (B.7)
The total MTD enhancement ratio MTDt(1/fc) induced by the measurement power noise and
reshuﬄing power noise from the CoRe voltage converter is [75]
MTDt(1/fc) ∝ 1
(γt(1/fc))2
. (B.8)
1Modeling of the average correlation coefficient of voltage converter with a variable clock frequency is analyzed in
Section 6.4.1.
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As compared to a cryptographic circuit with the clock frequency of (1/F0)fs, the MTD value
of a cryptographic circuit with the clock frequency of fc would be enhanced fs/(fcF0) times.
MTDt(1/fc) therefore becomes
MTDt(1/fc) '
1
F0
fs
fc
× 1
(γt(1/fc))2
. (B.9)
As shown in Fig. 6.3(b), the minimum MTD enhancement ratio of a cryptographic circuit
with the SA voltage converter is 6,145. When the MTD enhancement ratio induced by the mea-
surement power noise and reshuﬄing power noise from the CoRe voltage converter is lower than the
minimum MTD enhancement ratio induced by the SA voltage converter, the discharging resistor
Rc needs to be activated to trigger the SA voltage converter to enhance the security. Therefore, an
approximately optimum active critical frequency Fac can be determined by solving
MTDt(1/Fac) '
1
F0
fs
Fac
× 1
(γt(1/Fac))2
= 6145. (B.10)
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Appendix C: Detailed Explanation of Table 7.1 and Table 7.2
As demonstrated in Section 7.2, the parameters that leak due to the usage of three different
voltage regulators with a VFS load can be summarized in Table C.1(a). As explained in Section 7.2,
an LDO regulator leaks the information regarding the clock frequency fc of the VFS load, while a
buck converter leaks information regarding the supply voltage Vdd of the VFS load. However, an
SC converter with VFS load prevents the leakage of fc and Vdd as demonstrated in Section 7.2.3.
The inserted noise induced by three different VFS techniques against DPA attacks is shown
in Table C.1(b). For RDVFS technique against DPA attacks, the inserted noise can be written
as log(fc) + 2log(Vdd) based on equation (7.14). Since, there is a one-to-one linear relationship
between fc and Vdd in RDVFS technique, the relationship between fc and Vdd can be denoted as
fc = F (Vdd) or Vdd = F
−1(fc) where F−1 is the inverse function of F . Therefore, the inserted noise
induced by RDVFS technique against DPA attacks also can be written as log(F (Vdd)) + 2log(Vdd)
or log(fc) + 2log(F
−1(fc)). For RDVS technique against DPA attacks, since clock frequency fc is
fixed, from equation (7.14), the inserted noise can be written as 2log(Vdd). However, for AVFS
technique against DPA attacks, from equation (7.14), the inserted noise is log(fc) + 2log(Vdd).
Unlike RDVFS technique, the clock frequency fc is independent of the supply voltage Vdd in AVFS
technique, therefore, fc can not be denoted as a function of Vdd in AVFS technique.
As shown in Table 7.1, when an LDO regulator is implemented within different VFS tech-
niques against DPA attacks, the VFS noise related to fc can be eliminated due to the leakage of fc.
Similarly, for a buck converter implemented within different VFS techniques against DPA attacks,
the VFS noise related to Vdd can be eliminated due to the leakage of Vdd. Since an SC converter
implemented within different VFS techniques against DPA attacks prevents the leakage of fc and
Vdd, the VFS noise is retained without reduction.
The inserted noise induced by three different VFS techniques against LPA attacks is shown
in Table C.1(c). Since all of the VFS techniques (RDVFS, RDVS, and AVFS) contain the informa-
tion of the Vdd scaling as demonstrated in equation (7.32), the inserted noise from all of the VFS
techniques against LPA attacks can be written as log(Vdd) + 1.19Vdd. Since a buck converter with
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Table C.1 (a) Parameter Leakage of Three Different Voltage Regulators with VFS Load, (b)
Inserted Noise Induced by Three Different VFS Techniques against DPA Attacks, and (c) Inserted
Noise Induced by Three Different VFS Techniques against LPA Attacks.
Leakage
LDO regulator 
fc Vdd
SC converter 
0
Buck Converter
Noise
RDVFS
or
AVFSRDVS
)log(2))(log( dddd VVF 
)log(2)log( ddc Vf )log(2 ddV
))(log(2)log( 1 cc fFf

Noise
RDVFS AVFSRDVS
dddd VV 19.1)log( dddd VV 19.1)log( dddd VV 19.1)log( 
(a)
(b)
(c)
a VFS load leaks the supply voltage Vdd, the inserted noise from a buck converter with different
VFS techniques related with Vdd against LPA attacks can be eliminated, as tabulated in Table 7.2.
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Appendix D: Power Consumption Overhead of Different Countermeasures
The dynamic power dissipation Pdyn of the S-box mentioned in Chapter 7 is
Pdyn = αfcV
2
dd. (D.33)
In Fig. D.1(a), (f
′
c,0, V
′
dd,0) is the clock frequency and supply voltage of an S-box that does not
employ a VFS technique. When the S-box employs RDVS technique as shown in Fig. D.1(a), the
supply voltage becomes higher than V
′
dd,0, increasing the dynamic power dissipation of the S-box
as compared to the dynamic power dissipation of the S-box without a VFS technique.
When an S-box employs RDVFS technique as shown in Fig. D.1(b), the clock frequency
and supply voltage can be lower than f
′
c,0 and V
′
dd,0, respectively. As a result, the dynamic power
dissipation of the S-box that employs RDVFS technique is lower than the dynamic power dissipation
of the S-box without a VFS technique.
When an S-box employs AVFS technique as shown in Fig. D.1(c), the clock frequency and
supply voltage can also be lower than f
′
c,0 and V
′
dd,0, respectively. However, as compared to RDVFS
technique, the clock frequency and supply voltage of an S-box that employs AVFS technique no
longer have a one-to-one relationship (i.e., the clock frequency is independent of the supply voltage).
Therefore, when the supply voltage is high, the clock frequency does not need to be high in AVFS
technique. This property of the AVFS technique can make the dynamic power dissipation of the
S-box that employs AVFS technique lower than the dynamic power dissipation of the S-box that
employs RDVFS technique.
The leakage power dissipation Pleak of an S-box as derived in equation (7.31) is
Pleak ≈ Vdd × Ileak,0 × exp(1.19× Vdd). (D.31)
Unlike the dynamic power dissipation Pdyn of an S-box, the leakage power dissipation Pleak is
actually independent of the clock frequency fc.
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Figure D.1 Supply voltage Vdd versus clock frequency fc under different VFS techniques: (a)
RDVS technique, (b) RDVFS technique, and (c) AVFS technique.
When an S-box employs RDVS technique as shown in Fig. D.1(a), since the the supply
voltage is higher than V
′
dd,0, the leakage power dissipation of the S-box employs RDVS technique is
higher than the leakage power dissipation of the S-box that does not employ a VFS technique. For
an S-box that employs either RDVFS or AVFS technique (respectively illustrated in Fig. D.1(b) and
in Fig. D.1(c)), since the the supply voltage can be lower than V
′
dd,0, the leakage power dissipation
of the S-box that employs RDVFS or AVFS technique is lower than the leakage power dissipation
of the S-box that does not employ a VFS technique.
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Appendix E: On-Chip Voltage Regulation with Normally Distributed VFS Technique
Assuming that the clock frequency fc and the supply voltage Vdd of a RDVFS technique
conform to a normal distribution with the mean values µf and µv, respectively, as
µf =
f1 + f2
2
, (E.34)
µv =
VDD1 + VDD2
2
, (E.35)
the relationship between the variance of the clock frequency σ2f and the variance of the supply
voltage σ2v becomes
σ2f = (
µf
µv
)2σ2v . (E.36)
If ∆Vdd is the minimum supply voltage resolution that is defined as
∆Vdd =
VDD2 − VDD1
N − 1 , (E.37)
the below approximated equation is satisfied when N is sufficiently large
N∑
i=1
∆Vdd
σv
√
2pi
exp(−(Vdd,i − µv)
2
2σ2v
) ≈ 1. (E.38)
Assuming that the total number of input (fc, Vdd) data is W , the corresponding number of input
(fc,i, Vdd,i) data Wi is
Wi ≈ W
σv
√
2pi
exp(−(Vdd,i − µv)
2
2σ2v
). (E.39)
The mean value of the uncertain noise E(Nj,k(fc, Vdd)) for on-chip voltage regulation based
and normally distributed RDVFS technique (j = 1), RDVS technique (j = 2), and AVFS technique
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SC+RDVFS (uniformly distributed)
Figure E.1 Variance of supply voltage Vdd versus correlation coefficient reduction ratio of an S-box
that employs different techniques (VFS techniques conform to normal distribution, fv = 10MHz,
and N = 50) as compared to uniformly distributed RDVFS with an SC voltage converter.
(j = 3) become
E(N1,k(fc, Vdd)) =
1∑N
i=1Wi[
fc,i
fv
]
N∑
i=1
Wi[
fc,i
fv
]N1,k(fc,i, Vdd,i), (E.40)
E(N2,k(fc, Vdd)) =
1∑N
i=1Wi
N∑
i=1
WiN2,k(fc, Vdd,i), (E.41)
E(N3,k(fc, Vdd)) =
1∑N
l=1
∑N
i=1WlWi[
fc,l
fv
]
×
N∑
l=1
N∑
i=1
WlWi[
fc,l
fv
]N3,k(fc,l, Vdd,i). (E.42)
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Figure E.2 Variance of the supply voltage Vdd versus the supply voltage range (VDD2− VDD1) for
uniformly and normally distributed Vdd.
The corresponding variance of uncertain noise V ar(N1,k(fc, Vdd)) can be written as
V ar(N1,k(fc, Vdd)) =
1∑N
i=1Wi[
fc,i
fv
]
×
N∑
i=1
Wi[
fc,i
fv
](N1,k(fc,i, Vdd,i)− E(N1,k(fc, Vdd)))2, (E.43)
V ar(N2,k(fc, Vdd)) =
1∑N
i=1Wi
×
N∑
i=1
Wi(N2,k(fc, Vdd,i)− E(N2,k(fc, Vdd)))2, (E.44)
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V ar(N3,k(fc, Vdd)) =
1∑N
l=1
∑N
i=1WlWi[
fc,l
fv
]
×
N∑
l=1
N∑
i=1
WlWi[
fc,l
fv
](N3,k(fc,l, Vdd,i)− E(N3,k(fc, Vdd)))2. (E.45)
As shown in Fig. E.1, an S-box [80] with the RDVFS technique employing an SC converter
still exhibits the highest correlation coefficient reduction ratio as compared to the S-boxes that
employ other techniques. Moreover, as compared to the S-box with uniformly distributed RDVFS
technique employing an SC converter, the S-box with normally distributed RDVFS technique em-
ploying an SC converter has a slightly lower correlation coefficient reduction ratio under the same
variance of the supply voltage. However, as shown in Fig. E.2, for achieving the same variance
of supply voltage, the normally distributed RDVFS technique needs to have a larger supply volt-
age range (VDD2 − VDD1), which would degrade the performance of the cryptographic circuits as
compared to the uniformly distributed RDVFS technique.
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